
Introduction: Nothing Ventured:

Psychoanalysis, Queer Theory, and Afropessimism

According to the Oxford En glish Dictio-
nary, to educate means, in its earliest sense, “to bring up (a child) so as to form his 
or her manners, behaviour, social and moral practices.” Only  later does it signify 
“to teach (a child) a programme of vari ous academic and non- academic subjects, 
typically at a school; to provide with a formal education. Also: to provide (an adult) 
with instruction, esp. in a chosen subject or subjects at a college, university, or other 
institution of higher education.”1 By twice referring to it within parentheses,  these 
definitions remind us that the child is the exemplary object of education, lending 
even adults engaged in “formal” or “higher” education an implicit association with 
something that is not—or not yet fully— formed. Such formation (formation in 
French names a program of educational training or development) seeks to “elevate” 
the child, to bring it up, to raise it from animal existence to  human subjectivity by 
bringing it into conformity with the logic of a given world. Jacques Lacan describes 
this pro cess as “l’apprentissage humain,” thus identifying it both as  human learn-
ing and as learning to be a  human.2 Education reproduces, it passes on, the world 
of  human sense by turning  those lacking speech— infans— into subjects of the law. 
It inculcates not only concepts and values but also the language by which sensory 
impressions— other wise fleeting, discontinuous, chaotic— congeal into a universe 
of entities that are formalized through names.

Building on the work of Claude Lévi- Strauss, who focused on the basic or ele-
mentary structures affecting  human relations, Lacan asserts from early on the key to 
a recognizable  human order: “that the symbolic function intervenes at  every moment 
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Introduction2

and in  every aspect of its existence.”3 This Symbolic function, with its con-
stitution of a signifying order, produces the subject within a world that 
appears accessible to comprehension.4 Lacan insists on this point: “If the 
 human subject  didn’t name  things—as Genesis says was done in the earthly 
Paradise, with the major species first—if it  didn’t come to an agreement 
on this mode of recognition, no world of the  human subject’s, not even a 
perceptual one, would be sustainable for more than an instant.”5 Even the 
Lacanian Imaginary, then, though characterized by our attachment to im-
ages that afford a first glimpse of coherence and unity, relies on the Symbolic 
to imbue its perceptions with stability and duration. The shaping, survival, 
and transmission of a world thus depend on an education that brings us into 
being as  human subjects by bringing us into, then bringing us up in, the order 
of the Symbolic.

The language that produces the subject within this order of signification, 
however, also installs an absence at that order’s very core.6 When Jean Hyp-
polite, attending one of Lacan’s seminars, responded to the latter’s account 
of the Symbolic by asserting, “We  can’t do without it, and at the same time 
we  can’t situate ourselves within it” (nous ne pouvons pas nous en passer, 
et toutefois nous ne pouvons pas non plus nous y installer), Lacan immedi-
ately agreed: “Yes, of course, naturally. It’s the presence in absence and the 
absence in presence” (Oui bien sûr, naturellement. C’est la présence dans 
l’absence et l’absence dans la présence).7 By embedding us in a real ity given 
shape and per sis tence by Symbolic articulation, by names that impose rela-
tional systems on inconsistent Imaginary perceptions, language also enables 
us to generate the notion of something that escapes it, something that re-
mains definitionally exterior to systems of meaning or signification. Alenka 
Zupančič puts this well: “Within real ity as it is constituted via what Lacan 
calls the Imaginary and the Symbolic mechanisms,  there is a ‘place of the lack 
of the Image,’ which is symbolically designated as such. That is to say that 
the very mechanism of repre sen ta tion posits its own limits and designates a 
certain beyond which it refers to as ‘unrepresentable.’ ”8 Only the Symbolic 
organ ization of a world allows something to be missing from it; only Sym-
bolic real ity creates the place for the lack of the Image, or for the thought 
of an absence in the system, and so for an encounter with the unnameable 
that Lacan names, nonetheless, as the Real. By producing the machinery for 
“symbolically designat[ing]” what escapes Symbolic designation, for concep-
tualizing, in other words, the place of something incompatible with the logic 
of meaning, the Symbolic allows for the thought of “nothing,” of what pos-
sesses no being in the world, while making that nothing impossible to think 
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Nothing Ventured 3

except in the form of “something.” Education intends precisely that: the fore-
closure of the nothing the Symbolic calls forth as its excess or  remainder—a 
foreclosure that effectively makes something of nothing, reproducing the 
world as sense, while, correlatively, imposing on certain persons the burden 
of figuring nothing.

But what if education in its second moment, the one that the both the 
Oxford En glish Dictionary and common usage describe as “higher,” insisted 
on the nothing, on the exclusion, that threatens to derealize the world? 
Could such an education resist the imperative of affirmation and reproduc-
tion? Could it think the insistence of nothing without attempting to redeem 
it? Philosophical engagements with the zero or the void, psychoanalytic 
accounts of the force of the Real, and po liti cal analyses of the social struc-
tures dooming certain lives to nonbeing: all have entered the curricula of 
the con temporary Western acad emy.  Woman as ontological impossibility, 
for example, shapes the work of such prominent feminists as Luce Irigaray 
(“The question ‘what is . . . ?’ is the question— the metaphysical question—
to which the feminine does not allow itself to submit”), Julia Kristeva (“On 
a deeper level, however, a  woman cannot ‘be’; it is something which does 
not even belong to the category of being”), and Catherine Malabou (“This 
assimilation of ‘ woman’ to ‘being nothing’ perhaps opens a new path that 
goes beyond both essentialism and anti- essentialism”). Similarly, the antith-
esis of Blackness and being has  shaped the thought (from Frantz Fanon for-
ward) of many Black intellectuals, including Sylvia Wynter (“Blacks . . .  have 
been socialized to experience ourselves in . . .  negative being”), Jared Sexton 
(“Black lives  matter, not in or to the pre sent order of knowledge that deter-
mines  human being, but only ever against it, outside the limits of the law”), 
and Fred Moten (“Blackness is prior to ontology . . .  it is ontology’s anti-  and 
ante- foundation”).9 Meditations on the function of the void or the null set 
in the pre sen ta tion of being, moreover, play crucial roles in my own work as 
well as in that of phi los o phers and critics such as Paul de Man, Jacques Der-
rida, Slavoj Žižek, and Alain Badiou.

Yet even as deconstructive, feminist, psychoanalytic, queer, and race- 
centered theories have entered the university,  they’ve engendered violently 
negative reactions to their institutionalization, fueling the ongoing culture 
wars in the United States and abroad.10 By addressing nothing’s (non)place 
in any constituted order of thought, and thereby seeming to disturb meta-
physics and social value alike,  these, like the fields that  house them (most 
often the humanities and social sciences), find themselves reduced by their 
opponents to the figural status of the nothing they engage. Excoriated for 
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Introduction4

debasing real ity and truth (a charge leveled by the right- wing Norwegian 
mass murderer Anders Behring Breivik as well as by the “liberal” American 
cultural journalist Michiko Kakutani),  these discourses refuse the normative 
paradigm of education as world transmission—as the preservation, mutatis 
mutandis, of real ity as it “is.”11 They focus, instead, on what thought and edu-
cation register as the unthinkable, as foreign to logic or sense. They promulgate 
a “bad education” by attesting to what Slavoj Žižek calls, in the course of a 
reading of Immanuel Kant, “the ontological incompleteness of real ity itself.”12

Lacan attributes that incompleteness to the Symbolic formation of the 
subject and the structure of the unconscious. In Seminar XI he remarks that 
“discontinuity . . .  is the essential form in which the unconscious appears to 
us” and then won ders  whether the “absolute, inaugural character” of that dis-
continuity can manifest itself only against “the background of a totality.”13 “Is 
the one anterior to discontinuity?” he asks; is  there a unity, in other words, be-
fore the negativity that introduces the division, the “discontinuity” that char-
acterizes the unconscious? He follows with this response: “I do not think so, 
and every thing I have taught in recent years has tended to exclude the need 
for this closed one. . . .  You  will grant me that the one that is introduced by the 
unconscious is the one of the split, of the stroke, of rupture.”14 This inaugural 
rupture, prior to the “being” of the “one” that it would split, presupposes 
for Lacan no unified “background,” no  whole that precedes its division. He 
thus argues that “the first emergence of the unconscious . . .  does not lend 
itself to ontology.”15 Indeed, the unconscious, as he puts it, “is neither being 
nor non- being” precisely  because “what is ontic in [its] function . . .  is the 
split.”16 That split, which makes pos si ble all that appears, can never appear 
“in itself ”; it possesses no “in itself ” to appear but produces the appearance 
of the “in itself ” through its primal division or negativity. Escaping contain-
ment by the either-or logic of “to be, or not to be,” it opens an absence that 
Lacan rewrites as “ab- sens” in L’Étourdit. As the absenting of meaning from 
being, as the insistence of what can never be counted as part of any world, 
ab- sens has no place in the order of sense that assumes “the background of a 
totality” wherein being and meaning both depend on each other and prop 
each other up.17

What ever disrupts that interdependence undoes, along with the world as 
we know it, the very possibility of a world by undoing the totalizing compre-
hension, the “closed one” that a world implies. But this occasions a seeming 
contradiction: construing the world as unknowable still gives the world a 
knowable shape; the predicate adjective affirms the world in our “knowing” 
it as unknowable. This torsion inheres in any attempt to sidestep the fusion 
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Nothing Ventured 5

of world and sense and results in the prob lem that this book discusses as 
inseparable from “bad education.” If the world induces a pedagogy that 
excludes what subtracts itself from sense— that excludes, therefore, what 
its structuring as a world makes unthinkable— then what sort of teaching 
could broach ab- sens, the negativity of subtraction, without recurring to the 
logic of sense and affirming a world once more? What education could ever 
break from the reproduction of meaning by which the world appears as self- 
evident and self- evidence appears as truth?

The very effort to think ab- sens, to conceive it as something outside the 
binary  couple of sense and non- sense (where non- sense is always already 
trapped in the gravitational field of sense), denies its negativity so it can 
enter the  house of sense, though that  house that can never be its home. Lodged 
therein, it functions like any other signifier in the marketplace of meaning de-
spite the fact that it gestures  toward what that marketplace excludes. And 
the same  thing happens to the ontological negations implicit in “ woman” 
or in “Blackness.” Despite their figural capacity to signal what being and 
meaning foreclose, both get substantialized as catachrestic names for identi-
ties  shaped by and legible within the logics of being and meaning. The same 
necessity inheres in “queerness,” which oscillates between its con temporary 
reference to nonnormative sexualities, sexual acts, or sexual identities and a 
nonidentitarian reference to any person or  thing delegitimated for its associ-
ation with nonnormativity.18 All of  these terms, and countless  others, stand 
in for a violent break with the governing constructs of a world, a break with 
its (onto)logic. To that extent we might think of  these terms as “nonsynony-
mous substitutions,” the phrase by which Derrida describes the multiple fig-
ures to which différance gives rise.19 Each attempts, like différance, to signal 
the intolerable rupture, the primal negativity, that permits the “being” of 
entities only through the cut of differentiation. But each, at the same time, 
sutures that break by figuring it in the form of an entity conjured in order to 
be excluded. If the knowledge value  these terms accrue as names for social 
positions reinforces the order of sense, the terms themselves are placeholders 
for what has no place in that order at all: the ab- sens we encounter unawares 
and always at our own risk.

Such encounters take shape as obtrusions of the Real, temporary breaches 
in the structure of real ity that flood the subject with anxiety.20 No teaching 
could ever master this eruption or allow us to comprehend this Real; com-
prehension,  after all, as the word makes clear, conflates the constitutive sei-
zure, containment, or enclosure of a world with an act of understanding, of 
intellectual domination, that wrests it into shape. Comprehension affirms the 
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Introduction6

enclosure of a world to preclude the threat of ab- sens. The Real— necessarily 
divided between its status as a concept permitted by language (the concept 
of something inaccessible to language) and its status as a psychic encounter 
that undoes conceptual thought (by confronting the subject with the be-
yond of language that it literally cannot conceive)— provokes both the defen-
sive fantasy of intellectual comprehension (which lets us produce a theory 
of the Real as a subset of theory in general) and the anxiety that voids com-
prehension, incompletes the world, and makes one “not- all.” The ab- sens 
inseparable from the Real, therefore, partakes of the negativity associated 
by Guy Le Gaufey with the Lacanian objet a, especially in “its incapacity to 
receive any imposition of unity whatsoever, something in itself heavy with 
consequences for its being, if only from a Leibnizian point of view where 
 every single being is, in the first place, a single being [one being].”21 Ab- sens 
makes impossible both the oneness of being and the oneness of any being by 
incising in  every entity the cut of a subtraction. With castration, primal re-
pression, and the Lacanian formulae of sexuation lurking in the background 
as figures for this cut that frames being as always not- all, ab- sens leads us 
back to the confluence of sex and the unbearable, the terms with which Lau-
ren Berlant and I broached negativity and relationality.22 If embodiments 
determined by such categories as  woman, Blackness, and queerness (among 
 others) threaten to derealize a given order by exposing it as not- all, that not- 
all is always implicated in the Lacanian interpretation of sex, where sex, as in 
Lacan’s well- known formula, “ there is no sexual relation,” names the radical 
negativity, the gap, that makes Symbolic comprehension impossible: the site 
where sex coincides with the primal subtraction of ab- sens.23

Lacan takes up this convergence in a crucial passage in L’Étourdit: “Freud 
puts us on the path of that which ab- sens designates as sex; it’s through the 
swelling up [à la gonfle: that is, through the inflation or inspiration] of this 
sens- absexe that a topology spreads out where the word is determining.”24 At 
the heart of psychoanalysis, then, Lacan situates the entanglement of sex, as it 
is designated by ab- sens, with the words whose meanings (sens) yield worlds 
through what he refers to as sens- absexe. What sense can we make of this 
sens- absexe? How does the echo of ab- sens in absexe affect its signification? 
And why is the topology it unfolds associated with afflatus, inspiration, or 
engorging (gonfler)? By connecting sens (sense, meaning, direction) with the 
portmanteau term absexe, sens- absexe reaffirms the sens that was subtracted 
by the ab of ab- sens. It does so, however, only by putting sex in the place 
of subtraction (the place determined by ab): sex, that is, as complicit with 
and designated by ab- sens; sex as the pure negativity that enables meaning 
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Nothing Ventured 7

but has none. With that act of designation (where to designate— désigne— 
already bears the signifier of signification, signe, within it), ab- sens posits sex 
as subtracted (ab) from the register of meaning (sens) at the very moment 
of inserting it into the signifying chain (by virtue of “designating” it).25 Sex, 
understood as the positive difference between male and female beings, thus 
positivizes the negativity of ab- sens by positing “complementary” identities. 
So construed, sex nurtures fantasies of  wholeness,  union, and repair, but it 
possesses no positivity for Lacan, no sense before the subtraction from sense 
that constitutes ab- sens, no meaning and no existence from which sense has 
subsequently been withdrawn. The absenting of sense is originary and prior 
to sense as such; sex as designated by ab- sens quite simply “is” this primal sub-
traction, this inherent exclusion from being or meaning that libidinizes the 
mastery implicit in comprehending an order of  things. Ab- sens as subtrac-
tion, excision, or cut makes pos si ble the designation of sex by condensing the 
division or negativity sex “is” in Lacanian theory with the division that “is” 
articulation; such designation, however, dooms sex as ab- sens to the realm 
of the unthinkable at the very moment of making what we think of as sex 
accessible to thought.

The excluded negativity of ab- sens (as the cut that precedes, determines, 
and divides “the closed one”) swells, through this designation of sex, into 
the topology of sens- absexe, the order of meaning generated by subtracting 
ab- sens from the sex that it designates. Once designated, that is, sex hard-
ens into a positive identity and vanishes as ab- sens; it suffers, one might 
say, a subtraction from itself once situated in the topological field where, 
Lacan notes, “the word is determining” (c’est le mot qui tranche). Though 
“determining” can adequately translate qui tranche, a phrase that indicates 
the authority to decide or determine a situation’s outcome, qui tranche re-
fers literally to something that cuts or divides. Sens- absexe may operate with 
reference to a swelling up or engorgement (la gonfle), recalling the Lacanian 
phallus’s Aufhebung when raised to its privileged position as signifier of the 
Symbolic order of meaning (sens), but it disseminates a topology wherein 
only the meaningless priority of the cut lets an entity appear as “itself.” This 
cut, like the cut of castration, is what the phallus would positivize or flesh 
out. Indeed, the cut, one might say, is the phallus before its sublation swells 
out the world with meaning by cutting out or excising sex as ab- sens, as the 
absence of sense.

Alenka Zupančič reminds us that “the sexual in psychoanalysis is some-
thing very diff er ent from the sense- making combinatory game—it is precisely 
something that disrupts the latter and makes it impossible.”26 Sex, in other 
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Introduction8

words, neither conforms to nor underwrites any “sense- making” logic; it regis-
ters the ab- sens in being and meaning that follows from Symbolic articulation, 
and it speaks to an irreducible gap in the signifier/signified relation, a failure 
of  either fully to seize or to comprehend the other. That’s why Ellie Rag-
land can write, “The real . . .  is what gives birth to contingency. . . .  Indeed, 
the real appears in language as that which puts it askew, makes it awkward, 
uncanny. One could describe the presence of the real as the palpability of 
the unbearable.”27 The impossibility that Lacan refers to by announcing that 
“ there is no sexual relation” corresponds to this Real that “puts [language] 
askew” and arises (from within the order of the Symbolic) as the ab- sens that 
the Symbolic can only think by turning it into sense.28

As Lacan explains in L’Étourdit, the statement of sexual relation takes the 
place of that relation itself, and the “two” sexes figure the will- to- meaning by 
which language calls forth worlds. “It’s starting from  there,” he writes, refer-
ring to the fact that  humans reproduce themselves first and foremost through 
speech, “that we have to obtain two universals, two ‘alls’ sufficiently consistent 
to separate out among speaking beings, . . .  two halves such that they  won’t 
get too confused in the midst of intercourse or co- iteration when they get 
around to it.”29  Shaped by this fantasy of complementarity and its promise 
of totalization, sexual difference divides  human beings into “two halves” or 
“two universals” (thereby naturalizing “male” and “female”). It thus disavows 
the Real of ab- sens, the meaningless division that this “difference” fills out 
with the meaningfulness of sex.30 Kenneth Reinhard makes this point force-
fully: “Lacan’s argument . . .  is not that  there are men and  women (but they 
 don’t have a relationship), but rather the converse:  there is no such  thing as a 
sexual relationship, and, as a response to that impossibility,  there are men and 
 women.”31 The lack of a sexual relation, that is, does not attest to some pos-
itive difference between men and  women as living beings; to the contrary, 
sexual difference expresses the antagonism inherent in being itself— the an-
tagonism that keeps being from ever fully being “being itself.”

That antagonism betrays the insistence of the Real, which, like the Laca-
nian unconscious, pertains neither to being nor to nonbeing. That’s why Alain 
Badiou can remark with reference to L’Étourdit, “Sex proposes— nakedly, if 
I may put it this way— the real as the impossible proper: the impossibility of 
a relationship. The impossible, hence the real, is thus linked to ab- sense and, 
in par tic u lar, to the absence of any relationship, which means the absence of 
any sexual meaning.”32 Ab- sens, by “designat[ing]” something as sex, puts it 
in the field of meaning while establishing that field itself as inseparable from 
the Real of sex as ab- sens. What we “know” as sex forecloses sex as senseless 
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Nothing Ventured 9

negativity, as the unknowable cut or division that precedes the (id)entities 
that cut makes pos si ble. Thus, sex as we “know” it, as sens- absexe, initiates a 
quest for sexual meaning while dooming that quest to fail. As the differential 
relations of words swell into the seeming substance of worlds, as the negativity 
of division and nonrelation yields to positivized sexual difference, the regime 
of sense establishes the topology of the subject. And it does so precisely by ab-
senting ab- sens, to which, as sens- absexe attests, it nonetheless remains bound. 
Sens- absexe,  after all, bears a quasi- mathematical relation to ab- sens: to the 
extent that ab- sens is what designates sex, sens- absexe could be read as sens- 
ab(ab- sens), bringing out in this way not only the entanglement of the two 
but also, through the chiasmus it generates, the linguistic self- enclosure by 
which sens- absexe excludes ab- sens. Foreclosed from Symbolic real ity and 
inaccessible to sense, the absented Real of sex as ab- sens still insists in the to-
pology of sens- absexe through incursions of unbearable anxiety or through 
the experience of jouissance, itself always shadowed by anxiety.

The unbearable thus reflects an encounter with the Real that shakes our 
sense of real ity and short- circuits the totalizing comprehension that solid-
ifies a world. What ever exposes the order of being’s status as not- all (“the 
 woman,” “the Black,” “the queer”), what ever makes vis i ble the ontological 
negations a totalized world demands, must assume the identity of negated 
being, thus embodying at once the Real as ab- sens and its translation, by 
way of sens- absexe, into figures constructed to “mean” the “nothing” that 
incompletes and dissolves “what is.” As in Julia Kristeva’s account of abjec-
tion, where the self acquires its identity by continuously expelling what it 
takes to be foreign to the self it would become, so ab- sens as ontological ne-
gation, as the negativity that  woman, Blackness, and queerness (among other 
catachreses) can name, is cast out and rendered unthinkable by the world of 
sens- absexe.33

Our rootedness in that world compels an ongoing investment in its con-
sistency, attaching us to the conjunction of being and meaning that encoun-
ters with the Real undo. As Justin Clemens writes, however, “ ‘Being’ arises as 
the consequence of an operation of sense, but found ers as it does so, under-
mined by its own operations. . . .  [T]he operation of meaning- making posits 
being, only to find both meaning and being are undone in and by that very 
positing.”34 Just as sens- absexe grounds meaning in what has no meaning in 
itself (the arbitrary and senseless differences of the signifying chain), so the 
Real makes vivid the aporia of being’s having been posited. In the words of 
Alenka Zupančič, “The Real is not a being, or a substance, but its deadlock. It 
is inseparable from being, yet it is not being.” Calling this aporetic deadlock 
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“the out- of- beingness of being,” she explains that the Real “only exists as the 
inherent contradiction of being. Which is precisely why, for Lacan, the real 
is the bone in the throat of  every ontology: in order to speak of ‘being qua 
being,’ one has to amputate something in being that is not being. That is to 
say, the real is that which the traditional ontology had to cut off to be able 
to speak of ‘being qua being.’ ”35 Such a gesture of cutting off, however, rein-
troduces what it means to excise: the division that precludes the closure of 
the one, thus making the one a back- formation from this very act of division. 
The primacy of the cut gets cut off, as it  were, and banished from the world 
of sense. But the negativity of the cut that produces the one inheres in the 
one “itself.” It divides the one both from itself and from its claim to being 
qua being, binding it to something other than itself and thus making it both 
a one minus (minus the very cut its being relies on) and a one plus (plus the 
excess of the cut that articulates it as itself ). That cut, the mark of an articu-
lation inseparable from the  thing articulated, constitutes the presence of an 
absence, an incision that must be excised. Joan Copjec astutely frames this 
coincidence of excess and incompletion: “The fact that the One is paradox-
ical, always more than itself, is coterminous with the fact that it is less than 
itself, that is: that something has been subtracted from it. Something always 
escapes the One.”36 That something is the Lacanian ab- sens cut off and dis-
placed by sens- absexe.

In such a context the experience of the unbearable, as I discussed it in 
dialogue with Lauren Berlant in Sex, or the Unbearable, follows from the 
blow to ontological stability struck by the “ex- istence” of the Real, where ex- 
istence names the “out- of- beingness of being” excluded from the framework 
of real ity for “being qua being” to be thought. And what ex- ists above all for 
the subject, bearing the stain of the unbearable within it, is the jouissance 
we can neither “achieve” nor “get rid of,” as Slavoj Žižek observes.37 Taking 
us beyond the plea sure princi ple, jouissance, in Lacanian parlance, makes us 
headless or acephalic subjects: not the willful agents we think we are but sub-
jects of the drive.38 If, as viewed from another perspective (that of the subject 
of the enunciation), this drive partakes of freedom (freedom from the desire 
that follows from our submission to Symbolic law), that freedom’s subjective 
corollary (for the subject of the statement) is the experience of compulsion 
or lost agency, of what Lauren Berlant and I explore in Sex, or the Unbearable 
as nonsovereignty. As ab- sens is subtracted from real ity to secure the Symbolic’s 
ontological consistency, so jouissance, bound up with the Real as ab- sens, must 
suffer exclusion as well. It correlates,  after all, with the death drive that threatens 
the subject of the statement, which is also to say, the philosophical subject or the 
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Nothing Ventured 11

subject of rational thought. Such thought, in pursuing its proj ect of thinking 
the purity of being, rightly described by Judith Butler as “disembodied . . .  
self- reflection,” expresses a  will for abstraction not only from the body but 
also, and even more urgently, from jouissance, the drive, and the Real.39 It 
expresses the subject’s desire to “be” without the cut of its own inconsistency, 
to be  free of the negativity excluded as ab- sens but inseparable, therefore, 
from the subject produced by this very act of exclusion.

The alternative to this subtraction of ab- sens (and what it designates as 
sex), the alternative to the thought that philosophy privileges— and that all 
of us, as subjects of the statement, are fated to privilege as well—is not, from 
a psychoanalytic perspective, some embodied or materialized “sex.” Such a 
positivized material presence would merely return us to the fantasy of the 
 thing itself, to the Lacanian “closed one.” Instead, psychoanalytic materialism 
emerges as antagonistic through and through. As Zupančič persuasively puts 
it, “This is . . .  what ‘the materialism of the signifier’ amounts to. Not simply to 
the fact that the signifier can have material consequences, but rather that the 
materialist position needs to do more than to pronounce  matter the original 
princi ple. It has to account for a split or contradiction that is the  matter.”40

To think the split as material—as the nonpositivizable  matter from which 
ontology splits into being— and to explore how its negativity  matters for the 
sexual (non)relation requires a willingness to encounter what ontology re-
jects: the libidinization of this splitting as expressed in the oscillations of the 
unconscious. This temporal rhythm enacts for Lacan the “pulsative function” 
of the unconscious, “the need to dis appear that seems to be in some sense 
inherent in it.”41 This, of course, is also where he locates sexuality, which “is 
represented in the psyche by a relation of the subject that is deduced from 
something other than sexuality itself. Sexuality is established in the field of 
the subject by a way that is that of lack.”42 We might consider both the ma-
teriality and the materialization of this lack by returning to some figures of 
being’s incompletion— “the  woman,” “the Black,” “the queer”— whose expo-
sure of a given world as not- all compels them to bear the unbearable weight 
of anxiety and enjoyment at once: let us call it the enjiety of ab- sens as en-
countered in the world of sens- absexe.

Consider, in this light, the place of “ women” in the feminist rethinking 
of philosophy proposed by Catherine Malabou. Despite attending to plas-
ticity as the potential in being that enables change, Malabou maintains that 
philosophy “cannot welcome the fugitive essence of  women.”43 Drawing on 
the work of Luce Irigaray (but responding as well to Hélène Cixous and 
Julia Kristeva), Malabou associates  women with an “excessive materiality” 
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Introduction12

that “transgress[es]the limits of ontology.”44  Women, to that extent, have an 
essence, but more than merely being fugitive, that essence is fugitivity. This 
leads Malabou to reject the prospect of imagining a feminist philosophy, ar-
guing instead that “an ontology of the feminine would no doubt bear all the 
symptoms of the traditional ontology— that is, an exclusion of the feminine 
itself. As we know, the discourse of and on property, propriety or subjectiv-
ity is precisely the discourse which has excluded  women from the domain 
of Being (and perhaps even of beings). I  will refer to Irigaray again on this 
point: ‘ Woman neither is nor has an essence.’ ”45 This fugitivity essential to 
 woman that prevents her from having or being an essence recalls Lacan’s pro-
nouncement in Seminar XX, “ There is no such  thing as ‘the  woman,’ where 
the definite article indicates universality.”46 He makes this point  earlier in 
L’Étourdit when he refers to his graphs of sexuation to designate  woman as 
not- all and so as a figure for ontological incompletion and the cut of division 
as such.47 To the extent that  woman, in Malabou’s reading, succeeds in slip-
ping ontology’s net, she can function as a name for the split that separates 
ontology from itself. In contrast,  were  woman to claim a par tic u lar ontolog-
ical definition, she would thereby repeat the “exclusion of the feminine,” sep-
arating herself from her “fugitive essence,” which ontology fails to capture.

But this “fugitive essence” also characterizes being, as Malabou notes 
while discussing Martin Heidegger: “Being is nothing . . .  but its mutability, 
and . . .  ontology is therefore the name of an originary migratory and meta-
morphic tendency, the aptitude to give change . . .  whose strange economy 
we have . . .  been attempting to characterize.”48 This strange economy of 
being— Malabou translates befremdlich, the adjective Heidegger attaches to 
being, as both “astonishing” and “queer”— proves unbearable for the tradi-
tion of philosophical thought insofar as it rejects the self- sameness on which 
identity depends.49 “The  whole question,” as Malabou writes, “is of knowing 
if philosophy can at the end of the day cease evading what it has neverthe-
less never ceased to teach itself— the originary metamorphic and migratory 
condition. Even [Friedrich] Nietz sche, who came very close to this teaching, 
recoiled when faced with the radicality of ontological convertibility.”50 Mal-
abou  will repeat this claim when she tries to formulate the question to which 
her own thinking must respond: “that of knowing if and in that case how it 
would be pos si ble to grasp and endure, all the way and without the slightest com-
promise, the im mense question of ontological transformability.”51 The question 
is at once epistemological (“how . . .  to grasp” or comprehend) and affective 
(“how . . .  [to] endure” what the economy of presence cannot comprehend). 
If this strange economy is unendurable, if even Nietz sche recoils before it, is 
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Nothing Ventured 13

it not  because its “originary metamorphic and migratory condition” expresses 
the ontic discontinuity binding being to the gap within it, to the not- all pro-
pelling being through the pulsions of the drive? Or, to put this somewhat dif-
ferently, is it not the acephalic subject whose emergence proves unbearable 
insofar as it supplants the subject of meaning responsive to the law of desire? 
Philosophy recoils from confronting ab- sens and the negativity of the drive 
insofar as they require it to confront its own relation to jouissance.

On the one hand, Malabou rejects the possibility of a feminine ontology 
even while resignifying ontology by linking it to the essential fugitivity of 
 woman: “The feminine or  woman (we can use the terms interchangeably now) 
remains one of the unavoidable modes of ontological change.”52 On the other 
hand, she recoils from the consequences her negativity entails. She celebrates 
plasticity, for example, in one of its major aspects, as “the annihilation of all 
forms,” as something that, by “erasing the limits of what used to be ‘our’ bod-
ies, unbinds us from the chain of continuation.”53 While this seems to sug-
gest an openness to the disappropriation of selfhood, even to the point of a 
radical unbinding that implicates plasticity in the death drive,  there remains 
in Malabou nonetheless a point of attachment that refuses the ontological 
negation such unbinding demands:

Personally, I have discovered that it is totally impossible for me to give up 
the schema “ woman.” I cannot succeed in dissolving it into the schema 
of gender or “queer multitudes.” I continue to see myself as a  woman. I 
know very well that the word is plastic, that it cannot be reconstituted as 
a separate real ity, and that, as I wrote in “The Meaning of the Feminine,” 
“ there is no reason to privilege the ‘feminine,’ or to name the crossroads of 
ontic- ontological exchange ‘feminine,’ ” I know the feminine is one of the 
“passing, metabolic points of identity.”

Still, I believe that the word “ woman” has a meaning outside the hetero-
sexual matrix.54

Conforming as it does to the logic of the fetish, the formula for which she all 
but quotes (“I know very well” but “still”), this belief that Malabou cannot 
renounce, this point of consistency to which she adheres in spite of what 
she knows, should be recognized not merely as an attachment to the specific 
identity of “ woman” but also (and even more crucially) as an attachment to 
the coupling of  woman and meaning: “I believe that the word ‘ woman’ has a 
meaning outside the heterosexual matrix.”

Although Malabou  will write that “it is necessary to imagine the possi-
bility of  woman starting from the structural impossibility she experiences of 
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not being  violated, in herself and outside, everywhere,” she wants, si mul ta-
neously, to preserve this meaning of  woman from violation: “Anti- essentialist 
vio lence and deconstructive vio lence work hand in hand to empty  woman 
of herself, to disembowel her.”55 For Malabou, it seems, this conceptual vio-
lence, stripping  woman of the fullness of her being, of the specificity of her 
meaning as essentially open to the possibility of violation, erases  woman as 
such, despite the fact that this very erasure reenacts “the structural impossibil-
ity . . .  of [her] not being  violated.” But  isn’t this also to say that such vio lence 
(as Malabou “know[s] very well”) subjects  woman to the plasticity of being, 
to the perpetual pro cess of becoming other that inheres in the “empty[ing]” 
of her selfhood? With her visceral image of “disembowel[ment],” Malabou 
insists on  woman’s positivity, on her meaning “outside the heterosexual ma-
trix,” even if, by affirming “the structural impossibility . . .  of [ woman’s] not 
being  violated,” she designates  woman as the site of a perpetual division, as 
the essentialized form of the cut that itself disembowels  every positivity. Her 
refusal to submit  woman’s “meaning” to plasticity’s unbinding begins when 
she fixes a limit to her own plasticity as a subject (“Personally, I have discov-
ered that it is totally impossible for me to give up the schema ‘ woman’ ”), and 
it ends with her unyielding declaration of faith in what she acknowledges 
as a belief (“Still, I believe that the word ‘ woman’ has a meaning outside the 
heterosexual matrix”). This is a belief to which Malabou clings, attempting 
to preserve an attachment to being that plasticity, like anti- essentialist dis-
course, puts at unbearable risk, even in the face of Malabou’s identification 
of being with plasticity.

A similar re sis tance to plasticity as an imperative to unbinding arises when 
Malabou associates the pain of  woman’s ontological negation with the pain of 
writing her own dissertation  under Jacques Derrida’s supervision— a pain she 
attributes to Derrida’s self- presentation as “a feminine or feminist Derrida,” 
as one “determined to stigmatize and relentlessly critique the distressing 
comments about  women and the female condition by traditional phi los o-
phers.”56 Indeed, before the publication of Marine Lover, Irigaray’s reading 
of Nietz sche to which Malabou refers above (“ Woman neither is nor has 
an essence”), Derrida, in his own book on Nietz sche, had written, “ There is 
no such  thing as an essence of  woman  because  woman averts, she is averted 
of herself.”57 Citing his call in Choreographies for a “multiplicity of sexually 
marked voices,” Malabou responds by demanding, “How could I bear for 
a man, even speaking in the name of  women, ‘as’ a  woman, to speak better 
than they could, for them, stronger and louder than them, their conceptual 
and po liti cal rights? How could I bear for him to recognize with sharper 
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acuity, sometimes with greater critical insight than they, their overexposure 
to vio lence?”58 In this moment of unbearable enjiety, the feminist negation of 
traditional ontology (Derrida’s speaking “as” a  woman) entails a negation of 
 woman’s essence (the “they” for which he speaks). This, as Malabou’s lan-
guage makes clear, seems impossible for her to survive; it confronts her with 
the prospect of coming unbound “from the chain of continuation,” which is 
also to say, from the signifying chain in which the subject is bound to meaning. 
However much the plasticity she champions disturbs the fixity of identities, 
including the identity of being, Malabou’s  will to identify  woman as an onto-
logical possibility, as the  bearer of a meaning that anti- essentialist arguments 
“disembowel,” reflects her attachment to a sense of  woman incompatible with 
 woman as ab- sens. “The choice of feminine recognizes precisely the body of 
 woman, its morphology, the anatomy of her sex organs,” she writes, suggest-
ing that despite her elaboration of  woman’s “fugitive essence,” that fugitiv-
ity remains the fixed property of a conservatively recognizable “ woman.”59 
She refuses, therefore, to “give up” her attachment to the  couple formed by 
 woman and meaning— a refusal that ontologizes  woman in relation to the 
“vio lence [that] . . .  confers her being” and that positivizes sexual difference 
as produced by sens- absexe.60

Now place beside this unbearable encounter with  woman as (a figure for) 
ab- sens Ronald Judy’s discussion of the “thanatology” that slave narratives enact. 
In response to Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s claim that “the slave narrative represents 
the attempt of blacks to write themselves into being,” Judy maintains that such 
texts can produce the opposite effect. “With the first slave narrative,” Judy as-
serts, the Negro “no longer is a transcendental abstraction, but has become a 
material embodiment of that which exceeds the bound aries of our reasonable 
truth.”61 As a supernumerary ele ment, the African ruptures the coherence of 
reason by registering reason’s subtraction from itself once its outside appears 
in its frame. By “exceed[ing] the bound aries of our reasonable truth” and 
gesturing  toward ab- sens, the African figures a limit to thought and a threat 
to the world’s consistency. The “Negro” serves to suture this wound, to pos-
itivize, by way of slave narratives, the African’s unintelligibility. As Judy puts 
it, “What is  really at issue in the writing of African American culture is not 
the humanity of the Negro . . .  but the universal comprehension of real ity, of 
what is and how it functions.”62 Symptomatizing the not- all of the “univer-
sal” one, the African in Judy’s reading threatens a subtraction of sense from 
thought; the African, that is, obtrudes as the excess, as the noncoincidence 
with itself, that reveals within the “closed one” of reason the antagonism rea-
son abjects in order to become itself in the first place. This ontological gap 
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or division, which the abjection of the “Negro” from the social repeats in a 
futile effort to refute, becomes vis i ble in the irrational vio lence with which 
the embodiment of ontological negation is obsessively negated and cast out. 
Zupančič describes the Real as “that which the traditional ontology had to cut 
off to be able to speak of ‘being qua being’ ”; Judy offers a parallel formula with 
regard to the ontology of the enslaved: “Heterogeneity is removed from real ity 
as a flaw, an aberration of the universal and homogeneous totality of truth.”63

By demonstrating access to Western reason, slave narratives may, as Gates 
suggests, represent an attempt by the formerly enslaved to write themselves 
into being; but, for Judy, that entrance into the ontological realm can never, 
in fact, take place. Referring to Olaudah Equiano’s account of his capture, 
enslavement, and conversion, Judy proposes that in the very affirmation of 
his identity as a  human, which demands above all “unification into oneness” 
to attain the “the state of being oneself,” the African who had been enslaved 
succumbs to ontological annihilation or to what Judy calls “the negation of 
the materiality of Africa.”64 Rather than admitting its author into the regis-
ter of ontology, “the slave narrative,” Judy writes, becomes “a thanatology, a 
writing of the annihilation that applies the taxonomies of death in Reason 
(natu ral law) to enable the emergence of the self- reflexive consciousness of 
the Negro.”65 Instead of writing himself into being, Equiano, as this fatal di-
alectic suggests, writes himself into a fiction of meaning— a fiction of mean-
ing for the other that turns ab- sens into sens- absexe: “The humanization . . .  
achieved in the slave narrative required the conversion of the incomprehen-
sible African into the comprehensible Negro.”66 Only when recast in terms 
of such comprehensibility or sense can the material excrescence of ontology, 
the split or subtraction of ab- sens, become accessible to thought. Judy, com-
mitted to what he calls “a nonrecuperable negativity,” one that “jeopardizes 
the genealogy of Reason,” draws the unsettling conclusion that “to claim 
black agency is to claim the Negro.”67 In other words, it is to affirm identity 
through an attachment to intelligibility that requires negating the negativity 
of Blackness as figured by the “incomprehensible African.”

Engaging and extending Judy’s work, Frank Wilderson III draws a lesson 
from it that reinforces this point: “ ‘Black authenticity,’ is an oxymoron,” he 
declares, “for it requires the kind of ontological integrity which the Slave 
cannot claim.”68 For the Black scholar, as Wilderson puts it, this “is menac-
ing and unbearable,” as unbearable as the idea of renouncing the meaning 
of “ woman” is for Malabou. It gives rise, therefore, as in Malabou’s case, to a 
form of disavowal: one evinced in narratives, as Judy writes, of “an emerging 
subjectivity’s triumphant strug gle to discover its identity.”69 The unbearable 
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Real of ontological negation, the ab- sens that undoes the oneness, the com-
prehensible identity, of the world, compels us to seek to preserve that world 
by affirming our oneness within it. Both the anti- anti- essentialist  woman 
and the “comprehensible Negro” defend the world as comprehension from 
the assault of pure negativity. Wilderson makes vivid in his power ful text 
“the unbearable hydraulics of Black disavowal,” which, he observes, is “trig-
gered by a dread of both being ‘discovered,’ and of discovering oneself, as on-
tological incapacity.”70 With lacerating clarity he anatomizes “the unbearable 
terror of that (non)self- discovery always already awaiting the Black.”71

This “ontological incapacity,” in Wilderson’s account, singularly pertains to 
Blackness, which finds no place in a Symbolic order that rests on it nonetheless. 
Drawing imaginatively on  earlier work by Frantz Fanon and David Marriott, 
Wilderson observes that insofar as “slaveness . . .  has consumed Blackness 
and Africanness, . . .  it [is] impossible to divide slavery from Blackness.”72 
 Because “the structure by which  human beings are recognized and incorpo-
rated into a community of  human beings is anti- slave,” Blackness remains, 
and must remain, excluded from the realm of humanity and the prospect of 
social being. But Blackness as ontological impossibility produces a specific 
type of being: “the Black,” a socioge ne tic identity defined by a specific “gram-
mar of suffering.”73 Extending Fanon’s assertion that “ontology . . .  does not 
permit us to understand the being of the black,” Wilderson proposes the ne-
cessity of differentiating “Black being from  Human life.”74 He does so by rei-
fying Blackness in the specificity of “the Black,” who is, moreover, a figure of 
reification from the outset, “an accumulated and fungible object, rather than 
an exploited and alienated subject.”75 The Black, “who is always already a Slave,” 
never rises to the status of “a subject who has  either been alienated in language 
or alienated from his or her cartographic and temporal capabilities.”76 To the 
contrary, the Black remains for Wilderson “an object who has been posi-
tioned by gratuitous vio lence[,] . . .  a sentient being for whom recognition 
and incorporation is impossible,” insofar as “accumulation and fungibility” 
are the Black’s “ontological foundation.”77 But while Blackness remains defi-
nitionally excluded from any Symbolic framing, excluded in its very essence 
from ontological possibility, only subjects inhabiting the Symbolic could 
posit, abject, or assume it. “The Black,” then, pace Wilderson, would always 
“be” a Symbolic subject, one divided into subjectivity by having entered the 
linguistic order, but one consigned to figure what the Symbolic is unable to 
accommodate: the (Real) negativity of Blackness.  Those read as materializa-
tions of the ontological impossibility of Blackness would share the quality of 
fungibility that Wilderson (with reference to Saidiya Hartman)  associates 
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with Blackness itself. Incapable of ontological manifestation within the 
order of sense, unbound from the putative stability of Symbolic coefficients, 
Blackness would name what has no being, no identity, and no place. It would 
have no fixed phenomenal form but only a social and po liti cal one and would 
vanish in  every positivity that substantialized or embodied it.

Wilderson, however, does attach a property to Blackness, one that partic-
ularizes the Black not only as excluded from subjectivity but also as uniquely 
excluded. That property, as it happens, coincides with Malabou’s analy sis of 
 woman, for Wilderson reads the Black as distinctively “positioned . . .  by the 
structure of gratuitous vio lence” and as “openly vulnerable to the whims of 
the world.”78 Recall in this context Malabou’s words: “It is necessary to imag-
ine the possibility of  woman starting from the structural impossibility she 
experiences of not being  violated.”79 In each case a specific entity in the world, 
a speaking subject acknowledged as  human, though by no means universally, 
lays claim to the unique position of foreclosure from the field of  human 
“being.” Small won der, then, that when David Marriott, characterizing Wilder-
son’s work as situating “black suffering . . .  [as] beyond analogy,” declares that 
for Wilderson “ there is always a desire to have black lived experience named as 
the worst”  because “the black has to embody this abjection without reserve,” 
his words echo Judith Butler’s concern about the work of Luce Irigaray on 
which Malabou’s feminism builds: “Is it not the case that  there is within any 
discourse and thus within Irigaray’s as well, a set of constitutive exclusions 
that are inevitably produced by the circumscription of the feminine as that 
which monopolizes the sphere of exclusion?”80

In each case specifying a type of being as, in its essence, nonbeing gives rise 
to similar prob lems. Wilderson’s argument, for example, though more power-
ful than Marriott suggests, situates Black sentient beings outside the Symbolic 
order of subjects. It positions them ontologically as materializations of Black-
ness: essentially and foundationally excluded from the  human. But Judy offers 
a more nuanced proj ect, if no less devastating in its consequences: “to expose 
the catachresis at work in the biological misnomer of race, to read the Negro as 
a trope, indeed a misapplied meta phor.”81 The result of this tropological ma-
neuver, for Judy, “is the exclusion of the African from the space of Western 
history, and the marginal inclusion of the Negro as negativity.”82 Two phrases 
merit attention  here: “marginal inclusion” and “as negativity.” The ontologi-
cal foreclosure of Blackness produces a Symbolic subject to figure this lack of 
a proper place or name. Marriott phrases it precisely: “The black has to em-
body this abjection without reserve.” Like  woman, that is, the Black is a sub-
ject whose status as a subject is subject to doubt by virtue of figuring within 
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the Symbolic the ab- sens excluded from it. Wilderson rightly recognizes, 
then, that the logic of anti- Blackness, which is nothing other than logic itself 
as the syntactic imperative of making- sense,  will persist in any social or po-
liti cal variation of the world. With good reason, therefore, his position calls 
for “a total end of the world.”83 But Black persons, despite the history that 
places them inextricably in relation to slavery, are not, in any given world, the 
singular or exclusive embodiments of ontological exclusion. If the “Negro,” 
for Judy, permits the translation of African unknowability into the register 
of meaning, then “the Black,” as a category of person, similarly functions as 
a catachrestic misnaming by which ab- sens, the void of meaning, gets raised 
up as sens- absexe, fleshed out in a positive identity that reinforces sense.

More than just “the Negro,” then, must be read as catachrestic. Queerness, 
 woman, Blackness, trans*:  these terms (like countless  others that name the 
null set of a given order) emerge from the division between the negativity 
that inheres in division as such— the undoing of the world as unity, com-
prehension, or identity— and that division’s positivization in the catachrestic 
name of a social being.84 No list could include  every figure for the world’s 
dissolution as comprehension;  were that pos si ble, the world would emerge 
again as totalized, comprehensive. However endless the production of con-
tingent figures for the unbearable, all spring from the inextricability of ab- 
sens and sens- absexe and thus from the insistence of the not- all that makes 
the sexual relation impossible. All are rooted in the ontological antagonism 
that structures the logic of sense by which we are divided into being: divided 
between the subject of desire and of the subject of the drive, where the for-
mer consigns the latter to the status of what is not.

For just that reason, and without denying other (mis)namings of exclu-
sion, I primarily refer to queerness as the catachresis of this nothing, of this 
ontological negation. I say “for just that reason”  because queerness, though 
linked (in con temporary discourse) to nonnormative sexual identities (and I 
want to insist on the contingency of that link and so on the impossibility of 
delimiting what queerness would “properly” name), invokes, as I wrote in No 
 Future, the insistence of the drive and of jouissance.85 Infinitely mobile as an 
epithet for strangeness, out- of- jointedness, and nonnormativity, queerness 
colors any enjoyment that seems to threaten a world. Such enjoyments, in 
the libidinal economy of a given culture’s fantasy, may follow from any at-
tribute, including, among  others, race, gender, gender expression, sexuality, 
ethnicity, caste, class, religion,  mental or physical ability, marital status, and 
educational background; the list could go on forever. In the words of An-
namarie Jagose, “As queer is unaligned with any specific identity category, it 
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has the potential to be annexed profitably to any number of discussions.”86 
Queerness, in this, shares with sodomy (“that utterly confused category,” as 
Michel Foucault deemed it), a re sis tance to definition. Foucault describes 
“the extreme discretion of the texts dealing with sodomy” and the “nearly 
universal reticence in talking about it.”87 Constructing a valuable link be-
tween sodomy as it was understood in the Re nais sance and what he then 
calls “sites of pre sent confusion,” Jonathan Goldberg observes in Sodometries 
that sodomy’s regulatory efficacy with regard to criminal be hav ior follows 
largely from the fact that it “remains incapable of exact definition.”88 Queer-
ness, similarly, refuses limitation to par tic u lar persons, objects, or acts. Asso-
ciated with the power of a drive that subdues the subject’s  will or agency and 
invoking an enjoyment in excess of the pleasures associated with the good, 
queerness figures meaning’s collapse and the encounter with ab- sens. It 
speaks to the place of the nothing fleshed out by  those who are made to em-
body it. But  those entities (persons, objects, acts) cannot, in themselves, be 
queer; they lack an ontological relation to ontological impossibility. Rather, 
they serve as catachreses for the negativity of ab- sens.

This is not to deny that many use queer as a positive identity. Even within 
such contexts, though, its import remains uncertain. For some it merely 
substitutes for the continuously expanding roster of sexual or sexually stig-
matized minorities. For  others it indexes a sexual dissidence at odds with 
identity as such ( whether of gender, sex, or sexuality). Still  others use it di-
acritically within the ranks of sexual minorities to separate opponents of 
assimilation from  those who seek normalization. And if some are content 
to use queer interchangeably with lesbian or gay, or with the vari ous identi-
tarian positions (currently) codified as lgbtqia+,  others, myself included, 
construe it as the empty marker of a stigmatized otherness to communitarian 
norms, thus preserving its force as something that thwarts the straightness of 
intelligibility.

Other catachreses— woman, trans*, or Blackness, to name just a few—do 
this work as well, but always at the risk of reproducing (for some) the un-
bearable encounter to which Wilderson and Malabou attest: the unbearable 
despecification of a positive identity forged from ongoing material histories 
of social and cultural vio lence, a despecification that can seem, as it does 
for Wilderson and Malabou, to redouble that vio lence when  those positive 
identities are identified as “mere” figures. I catch a glimpse of a kindred spirit, 
though, in the work of Jared Sexton, especially in his discussion of Afropessi-
mism as “a meditation on a poetics and politics of abjection wherein racial 
Blackness operates as an asymptotic approximation of that which disturbs 
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 every claim or formation of identity and difference as such,” an assertion in 
line with my  earlier claim that “queerness can never define an identity, it can 
only ever disturb one.”89

My argument might seem to bolster the argument against Lacanian- 
inflected queer theory by such critics as José Esteban Muñoz, Amber Jamilla 
Musser, and Chandan Reddy— arguments Musser summarizes straightfor-
wardly: “Sexuality as a frame silences race.”90 Reddy, in Freedom with Vio-
lence, his ambitious reading of race and sexuality at the end of the twentieth 
 century in the United States, explic itly maintains the need to reverse the 
relation between  these two categories: “In our con temporary moment,” he 
writes, “sexuality is an iteration of— and amendment to and of— race.”91 Cer-
tainly sexuality, as Reddy construes it, is always already raced; race,  after all, 
belongs to the vari ous historical contingencies we attach to the subject for 
whom sens- absexe has cut off from thought the primal cut of ab- sens. But 
sex in psychoanalytic terms is not, as I’ve argued, reducible to the positivity 
of sexual difference or to the framework of “sexuality”; it pertains, instead, 
to the cut itself as the ontological incompletion dissimulated by contin-
gent forms of Symbolic identity . Never one, and thus never just one more, 
among the myriad ele ments that appear within and constitute social real ity, 
sex, to quote Žižek, “is the way the ontological deadlock, the incomplete-
ness of real ity in itself, is inscribed into subjectivity.”92 As such, it merits the 
characterization proposed by Jean- Claude Milner as “the place of infinite 
contingency in bodies.”93 Coinciding with primary pro cess thought, and so 
with a libidinally freighted movement anterior to the logic of meaning, sex 
as defined by ab- sens elicits the subject from the primal cut and binds that 
subject, divided from the outset, to the insistence of the drive whose corol-
lary is jouissance as self- subtraction.

Like gender, sexuality, and other differentially articulated social con-
structs, race both expresses and denies this split that libidinizes the subject 
from the beginning. As positivized into something determinate, knowable, 
and sedimented with meaning, race (like gender, sex, or sexuality as conven-
tionally understood) fills the void of ab- sens with the fantasy of a knowable 
identity. That this fantasy may be collectively shared— and that its conse-
quences can make, quite literally, the difference between life and death— 
makes it no less fantasmatic in the psychoanalytic sense; all of Symbolic 
real ity depends on a fantasy frame to support it. Neither sexuality (as we 
think we know it) nor race can claim a privileged relation to the ontologi-
cally negated. Sex (in the psychoanalytic sense: as designated by ab- sens) is 
the indispensable ele ment  here, not any culturally and historically contingent 
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category of identity. This is not to uphold, as Reddy suggests, “the subject’s 
unrelenting attachment . . .  to the  imagined unity and universality of [the 
Symbolic] order” (the drive, which springs from the division of the subject, 
expresses re sis tance to that attachment as it incompletes that unity), and it 
is certainly not to affirm such attachment at the expense of “any plural his-
toricity to the implacable logic that the psychoanalytic subject is seen to be 
in opposition to.”94 To the contrary, that “plural historicity” confirms the 
Symbolic’s “implacable logic,” which is the logic of signification subtending 
history as the making of sense. No doubt, as Reddy rightly notes, “a variety of 
contradictions” in the world as it is can portend “the dissolution of a liberal 
order,” producing multiple sites for “mount[ing] a politics of nonidentity.”95 
Blackness and  woman, for example, can both work powerfully  toward that 
end. But as my readings of Wilderson and Malabou suggest, each tends to 
return to a substantive identity as the locus of ontological exclusion, and 
each finds it similarly unbearable to renounce an attachment to that form of 
being with which (though differently) each associates the Real of what “is” 
not (even if  those forms are similarly defined by openness to vio lence and 
violation). Both Wilderson and Malabou, in other words, elaborate onto-
logical exclusions while positivizing the par tic u lar category of beings they 
view as essentially excluded. Reddy, confusing the contingency of the social 
with the structural law of the Symbolic, denies that ontological exclusions 
betray the latter’s inflexible structure: the “social formation is heterogeneous 
and always in flux,” he correctly asserts, before concluding that this variabil-
ity “trou ble[s] and make[s] unavailable the . . .  cultural homogeneity of the 
symbolic.”96 But the structuring law of the Symbolic demands no “cultural 
homogeneity.” To the contrary, the open set of terms that can figure onto-
logical negation makes clear that what the Symbolic ordains, instead, is the 
absenting of ab- sens to produce the world as sens- absexe. Social formations, 
precisely  because they are “heterogeneous and always in flux,”  will generate 
diff er ent embodiments to flesh out the place of that negation; but however 
plastic the expression of Symbolic law may be, the structural vio lence of the 
law itself, the vio lence of the word that cuts (“qui tranche”) to determine 
the social order, always calls forth catachrestic identities to fill the place of 
nonbeing.  Those identities themselves are contingent, but their structuring 
logic is not.

Reddy, however, makes a valuable point about theoretical formalization, 
especially the sort that privileges structural frameworks over social identi-
ties: “The formalism of the psychoanalytic argument against the social can 
never fully dissociate itself from the cultural archive and texts through which 
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it makes its argument, including the cultural text of Lacanian psychoanaly-
sis.”97 This reminds us that accounts of structures can never access the struc-
tures they analyze. In trying to think what governs the positivity of what is 
and in trying to resist the temptation of acceding to the world as it merely 
appears, they depend on models of reading drawn from the very world they 
read and immerse themselves in particulars to observe a logic that informs 
and exceeds them. They work, as Wilderson writes in a passage describing 
his own methodology, by “pressing the social and performative into analytic 
ser vice of the structural and positional; not vice versa.”98

In this, of course, such structural formalisms run the risk of ignoring al-
ternative structures that other texts, other modes of reading, other social or 
performative data, might allow us to apprehend. Only counterreadings and 
subsequent debates can keep that risk in check. If no formalism “can . . .  fully 
dissociate itself ” from the content that it engages, if it can never forgo the 
world whose “real ity” it reads through a structuring law, it aims to sketch 
from within the world the frame subtracted from that world for the world 
as such to take shape. Much like that frame, then, formalism expresses the 
excessive ele ment in any world that exposes that world as not- all, the ele-
ment that Barbara Johnson calls “a kind of unthought remainder that would 
be functioning nevertheless, even though it  wasn’t recognized” and that 
she specifies as “a formal overdetermination” that instantiates the “death 
instinct.”99 To translate this more explic itly into the argument I’m making 
 here: ab- sens is “knowable” only through its negation by sens- absexe, but 
sens- absexe contains ab- sens as its own internal limit, the point of impossi-
bility encountered in the failure of sexual relation. What eludes the grasp of 
ontology, precluding the closure of being as one, appears in the ontological 
field through catachreses of ab- sens.

Two  things follow closely from this: understandings of formal structure 
are structured by the forms they would understand, and critical attention to 
such structures can alter our perception of  those forms in the world. Rather 
than confirming Musser’s claim that “sexuality . . .  silences race,” this suggests 
that a certain formalism determines race and sexuality alike.  Woman, queer-
ness, Blackness, brownness: the point is neither to silence nor to absolutize such 
identities but to assume them instead as displacements, as figural (mis)namings 
of ab- sens. As such they mean (in both senses of the word) to suture the hole 
(the cut of the Real) in the real ity of sens- absexe. As contingent embodi-
ments of the noncontingent pressure of ab- sens, such figures are conjured to 
materialize the void, the unnamed and uncounted ele ment that structures a 
given world. They si mul ta neously express and disavow what could only ever 
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be thought as nothing. If saying this seems to “silence” race, sexuality, gender, 
gender expression, or any of the other catachreses generated by a sociopo-
liti cal real ity, then it does so in the hope of sounding out the structure such 
real ity silences in order to produce its illusory coherence. Far from being fic-
tions we could hope to see through, get over, or decolonize, catachreses like 
 these, though not necessarily  these catachreses in par tic u lar,  will populate 
any world that has swollen into shape through sens- absexe, which is to say, 
any world in which the cut of the word is decisive. Undoing the givenness of 
a specific world by attending to the void within it can never undo the fore-
closure of ab- sens, the primal expression of Symbolic law that governs the 
logic of worlds. But it can expose the figural structure of the social identities 
 those worlds engender by provoking an encounter with the nothing of the 
cut or division that creates them. This is the work of the death drive but also, 
as I continue to insist, of queer theory, at least insofar as queer theory takes 
queerness as “incapable of exact definition,” as void of any fixed content, and so 
as a name, though not the only one, for the ab- sens that counts for nothing.

Although Calvin Warren addresses  these issues in strikingly similar terms, 
he sees  things rather differently in a dazzling and provocative essay on Symbolic 
identities and ontological negation. Interpreting Blackness, like Wilderson, 
as a “structural position of non- ontology” fundamentally distinct from 
queerness, he describes the “black queer” as doubly erased by what he pos-
its as “onticide.”100 Building not only on Wilderson’s analyses but also on 
Stefano Harney and Fred Moten’s work in The Undercommons— especially 
their description of “the containerized” as occupying “the standpoint of no 
standpoint, everywhere and nowhere, of never and to come, of  thing and 
nothing”— Warren sees a “differential relation to vio lence” that separates 
Blackness from queerness, thereby speaking to the “difference between non- 
ontology and an extreme condition of unfreedom.”101 With this as his pred-
icate, he argues that the queerness of antihumanist queer theory “conceals 
and preserves the humanity it proclaims to disrupt,” producing a figure that 
may be “at the limit of subjectivity,” but a figure that is not, as the Black is, 
“the object denied symbolic placement” or inclusion in the  human.102 Thus, 
Warren, like Wilderson, links Blackness as ontological impossibility to the 
foreclosure from subjectivity of  those who embody it catachrestically.103

For Ronald Judy, as already noted, the “Negro,” as “catachresis” or “misno-
mer of race,” as the comprehensible form that displaces the incomprehensi-
ble African, finds “marginal inclusion” in the Symbolic sphere as a figure for 
negativity. I take this as the stronger claim, despite the significant conceptual 
opening that Warren’s work achieves (especially by thinking ontological 
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negation with reference to structural antagonism and the tension between 
reason and what exceeds it). Judy avoids the prob lems that arise when Black-
ness and queerness in Warren’s work become attributes of two distinct enti-
ties, as they do in the following passage:

A person understood as “queer” could purchase a black- object from the 
auction block like his/her hetero- normative counterpart. In  those rare in-
stances where the black- as- object was able to participate in this economy 
and purchase a black- object as well, the black purchaser could, at any mo-
ment, become another commodity—if found without freedom papers or 
validation from a white guardian— the system of fungible blackness made 
any black interchangeable and substitutional. This movement between ob-
ject and subject is not a prob lem for queerness, but is an unresolvable prob-
lem for blackness. This is the impor tant difference between the two.104

Warren notes the asymmetry that exempted the (implicitly non- Black) 
“queer” (which presumably refers  here to someone identified with nonhet-
eronormative sexual acts) from commodification as a marketable object in 
the economy of slavery. As impor tant as this is in approaching the histori-
cal experiences of what Warren hypostatizes as “the black” and “the queer” 
in this passage, it does not follow that the “movement between object and 
subject is not a prob lem for queerness”—or, indeed, that queerness as onto-
logical negation is not bound to that very movement. While recognizing the 
epistemic consequences of centuries in which  legal and po liti cal institutions 
have reduced Black persons to the status of objects made to circulate in a 
global economy, we can still trace the logic that enables that reduction to 
structures that are psychic and social at once, indeed, to the very structures 
that may govern the “movement between subject and object.”

For Lacan, in fact, such a movement inheres in subjectivization itself. As 
he famously argues in “The Mirror Stage,” the infant, by assuming its specular 
image, precipitates the “primordial form” of the “I” precisely by identifying 
with a form that situates the ego in an irreducibly “fictional direction.”105 
This primordial form of the “I” is subsequently “objectified in the dialec-
tic of identification with the other, . . .  before language restores to it, in the 
universal, its function as a subject.”106 But the division of the subject that 
results from its very constitution through division (between the infant and 
its image, between the proto- subject and the other, between the signifier 
and the signified) puts the subject at perpetual risk of losing hold of this 
fictional “I” and returning to the nonidentity of a body reduced to bits and 
pieces: to disor ga nized, objectal  matter.107 Lacan, therefore, goes on to note 
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that when the “specular I turns into the social I” and the mirror stage comes 
to an end, leaving in its wake a Symbolic subject mediated by “the other’s 
desire,” the very “I” itself becomes “an apparatus to which  every instinctual 
pressure constitutes a danger”: the danger of the subject’s reduction to an 
object governed by the drive.108 While acknowledging the specificity of the 
Black experience of enslavement and the difference between the “the black- 
as- object” and the proto- subject’s anxiety about falling into objecthood, I 
trace this psychoanalytic logic to differentiate the ontology of the subject 
from the par tic u lar historical experiences to which that ontology gives rise— 
experiences that derive from failed attempts to resolve through catachrestic 
figures a structural antagonism in the subject that admits no resolution and 
no repair. In this context Wilderson recognizes “the aggressivity  toward 
Blackness not as a form of discrimination, but as . . .  a form of psychic health 
and well- being for the rest of the world.”109 Indeed, as he elsewhere describes 
it, anti- Blackness functions to “regenerate  Humans and prevent them from 
suffering the catastrophe of psychic incoherence.”110

The “movement between object and subject,” then, is indeed “a prob lem for 
queerness,” especially when queerness, rather than naming nonheteronorma-
tive sexualities, refers to the insistence of  those unnamed forces,  those catachre-
ses of ab- sens, that make a given world not- all. An encounter with such a figure 
provokes an influx of enjiety that expresses itself as “aggressivity  toward” the 
catachrestic “queer” whose appearance in the space of being seems to dissipate 
its consistency. Nonheteronormative sexualities, like the visibility of trans* 
identities, convey that threat in many contexts, and the vio lence directed 
against them (including homophobia, transphobia, lesbophobia, and effem-
inophobia, to name just a few of its forms), the vio lence qualified by Warren 
as “a grammar of suffering, which we call queerness,” effects the reduction of 
a (seeming) subject to a libidinally overdetermined object merely masquer-
ading as a subject.111 Instead of approaching queerness, though, through War-
ren’s “grammar of suffering” (a phrase that Wilderson used  earlier to describe 
the experience of the Black and the slave), where that suffering elicits the hu-
manizing pathos of a distinctive type of being, I would argue that queerness 
is agrammatical and acephalic both.112 The encounter with what ever counts 
as “queer” effects an anacoluthon in the rhe toric of real ity. Queerness, like 
anacoluthon (from the Greek an, “not,” and akolouthos, “following”), cuts or 
interrupts a sequence (grammatical, narrative, or genealogical) by confront-
ing the logic of meaning with the ab- sens from which nothing follows.113

“Onticide,” for all its conceptual power, positions the “black queer” as 
uniquely the catachresis of this “nothing.” Warren supports this claim 
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by noting that the “black queer” doubles “the black’s” exclusion from being 
while also facing exclusion from “the queer’s” “incorpor[ation] . . .  into the 
fold of humanity.”114 He develops this argument through Eric Stanley’s obser-
vation that “the overwhelming numbers of trans/queer  people who are mur-
dered in the United States are of color.”115 This prompts him to reflect on the 
“differential relationship to vio lence” of “ people of color” and “non- people 
of color” among “ those who might identify as ‘queer.’ ”116 Based on the dispro-
portionate repre sen ta tion of the former among “trans/queer  people” killed in 
the United States, Warren argues that the Blackness of “black queers” denies 
them “symbolic placement, differentiating flesh, and a grammar of suffering”— 
all of which remain possibilities, if only marginally, for “queers” not “of color.”117 
Construing “the black,” through reference to Fanon, as outside “symbolic place-
ment,” Warren asserts that “black suffering” is unintelligible in any “grammar 
of suffering” (which he now associates with “queer theory”), precisely to the 
extent that Black suffering “lacks a proper grammar of enunciation.”118 As 
heir to “the vio lence of captivity [that] expelled the African from Difference, 
or the Symbolic,” “the black- as- object,” for Warren, “is situated outside of 
space, time, and the world,” which is also to say, outside of the  human as “the 
order of differentiating subjects.”119 Blackness and queerness, in other words, 
have not only diff er ent relations to vio lence but also, as Warren puts it, “a 
differential relationship to ‘nothingness,’ where ‘nothingness’ is the symbolic 
designator of the incomprehensible remainder or exclusion. The fact that the 
overwhelming majority of  those murdered are ‘of color’ and the position of 
blackness in the antagonism is one of non- ontology (negative existence) is 
no mere coincidence.”120

Under lying this analy sis, though, is the conflation of ontological impossi-
bility with entities represented as ontologizing this very impossibility. If, that 
is, the overrepre sen ta tion of  people of color among trans/queer murder vic-
tims and the “position of blackness . . .  [as] one of non- ontology” is, indeed, 
“no mere coincidence,” then  either “the black” must essentially coincide with 
Blackness as nonontology or the “the black” must be understood as one of its 
highly charged catachreses. But what could it mean, and how could we know 
it, if “the black”  were essentially bound to the “blackness” that remains, not 
like but as the Real, excluded from repre sen ta tion? Can an experience histor-
ically correlated with African captivity in the Atlantic slave trade uniquely 
define “the Real of ontology” that, in Warren’s own phrasing, “ruptures 
and preconditions symbolization”?121 “The black,” no less than “the queer” 
or “the  woman,” is subjectified through language, but what Warren rightly 
characterizes as the “unresolvable prob lem for blackness”— the fact that it 
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remains “the ‘unthought’ and the incommunicable,” “outside of life and its 
customary lexis”— leads him, despite his own warning against it, to slide “be-
tween identity and structure” by conflating the ontological exclusion that is 
“blackness” with the social exclusion of Blacks.122 He thus pre sents as non-
contingent, nonhistorical, and a priori—in other words, as ontological— 
“the black’s” relation to the structural position of ontological impossibility.123

Warren himself sounds a warning about the dangers of such a conflation 
when responding to Zakiyyah Iman Jackson’s analy sis of David Marriott’s 
On Black Men.124 Jackson, he argues, errs in her effort to “think race and sex-
uality together”:

It is  here that we seem to slide between blackness as a structural position 
of non- ontology and the sociology of race (as an identity). In this analy-
sis, blackness becomes a “type” much like sexologist [sic] created the “ho-
mosexual” as a type. Instead of thinking about blackness as the ontological 
horizon that fractures epistemology, we locate blackness within the Sym-
bolic Order of scientific discourse and sexology. Blackness, then, oscillates 
between an identity, a marker of the Symbolic order, and an ontological 
position, the “Real” that ruptures and preconditions symbolization. This 
sliding between identity and structure is a symptom of what Wilderson 
would call “the ruse of analogy.” Whenever we equate an ontological po-
sition with an identity formation, we perform the very vio lence that sus-
tains the antagonism.125

Notwithstanding the care with which he makes  these distinctions, Warren 
himself, I have argued, identifies Blackness (as the ontologically excluded 
Real) with “the black” (as the so cio log i cal identity of par tic u lar Symbolic 
subjects). He reads “the black” not only as a “being fallen off the map of con-
ceivability,” as one who “ ‘does not exist’ in the world  because lacking symbolic 
placement,” but also as a social identity whose visibility enables the statistical 
analy sis of murdered trans/queer persons of color.126 This conflation seems to 
spring from his re sis tance (rooted in solid po liti cal ground) to viewing “the 
black” and “the queer” as equivalent in their social or historical positions— a 
re sis tance reinforced by the preponderance of vio lence against “trans/queer” 
 people of color. But it results in a less sustainable re sis tance to the “equiv-
alence” of “blackness and queerness.”127 As “ontological position[s]” that 
gesture  toward what the order of being leaves out, Blackness and queerness 
would name catachrestically the unnameable void in real ity and the enjiety 
aroused whenever a subject comes too close to the Real. Though certainly 
inflected by unconscious motivations and by my own position as a subject, 
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my focus on queerness as an organ izing term wagers that its indeterminacy 
of reference (in contrast to the fungible “black- objects” to which Blackness 
for Warren is essentially fixed) might slow, if not prevent, the slide from on-
tological position to fixed social identity, thus permitting the negativity of 
queerness to supplement— rather than to supersede— the ongoing historical 
and po liti cal efforts to read “the queer” and “the black.”128 The work of queer 
theory thus coincides with interrogations of  woman, Blackness, or trans* as 
ontological exclusions, a point reinforced by David Marriott’s insight “that 
blackness has no locatable referent or unequivocal name, but is something 
that escapes all attributes, including the unity of an ontic- ontological fugitiv-
ity or again the hypostatized name of ‘absolute dereliction.’ ”129

Interestingly, Jackson’s essay, which Warren charges with enacting that 
“slide between blackness as a structural position of non- ontology and the 
sociology of race (as an identity),” explic itly works against that slide. Indeed, 
it is precisely  toward that end that Jackson thinks Blackness and queerness 
together. Addressing herself to “black queerness” instead of to the particu-
larity of “the black queer,” Jackson suggests that if “we think about queerness 
as something other than an identity, gender, or even set of sexual practices,” 
then “we might think of black queerness as an existential  matter rather than 
as an attribution that accompanies only some black subjectivities.”130 Queer-
ness, so considered, would pertain to anyone positioned to represent Black-
ness as ontological impossibility. While avoiding the factitious equivalence 
of “the black” and “the queer” as social beings— which is also to say, as allegories 
of histories that overlap for some subjects at certain points while diverging at and 
for  others— Jackson reads Blackness and queerness alike as figures of negativity: 
“Arguably, one could see queerness as the ontology of blackness in culture 
while theorizing how gender and sexual identities and experiences are pro-
duced within the context and logic of antiblackness.”131 As radicals of nega-
tivity, neither Blackness nor queerness would correlate with any par tic u lar 
social attributes or refer to a mode of “being” that any subject could properly 
claim. Neither would “have” a history but both, instead, would engender his-
tories through the contingent designation of certain persons or groups as 
their catachreses, which is to say, as figures of “nothing.”

What occasions Warren’s anxiety in the face of Jackson’s text is his con-
fusion of  these catachrestic histories with the ontological negation from 
which they spring. He writes, “The ‘existential  matter’ that preoccupies 
Jackson’s inquiry  here is one that reduces the ontological position of black-
ness to the experience of unfreedom, or  human suffering— a grammar of 
suffering, which we call ‘queerness.’ Queerness,  here, assumes a problematic 
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interchangeability with blackness[.] . . .  We might ponder the ethical impli-
cations of this collapse and the way that the collapse itself serves to distort 
the antagonism that, as she insightfully notes is ‘the foundation of ethics and 
politics, even of modern sociality itself.’ ”132 What’s at stake comes into focus 
 here when Warren insists on the “ethical implications” that make the “in-
terchangeability” of queerness and Blackness “problematic” in his view. By 
asserting the primacy of “ethical” consequences, he frames the discussion in 
social rather than in structural or ontological terms. That framing becomes 
more apparent with his claim that Jackson, by enacting and encouraging this 
“collapse,” “distort[s] the antagonism” that she sees as the “foundation of 
ethics” as such. Though Jackson never mentions “antagonism” in her text, 
her essay does, as Warren observes, propose that a structuring logic of nega-
tion—in other words, a logic of antagonism— underlies and calls into being 
ethics, politics, and sociality. She calls that logic “the negation of blackness,” 
before proceeding to suggest that queerness be thought as the “ontology of 
blackness in culture.”133 Understood as the ontology of the division or cut in 
articulations of real ity, queerness expresses the radical force of Blackness as 
negativity, a negativity that is not the negation of something substantive and 
specifiable (“the Black” or “the queer” as types of beings) but the insistence 
of what, in a given order, is inimical to being itself.

Warren may evoke as “antagonism” what Jackson describes as “the nega-
tion of blackness,” but Jackson, for whom that act of negation produces the 
ground of ethics, analyzes the negation of Blackness/queerness as the nega-
tion of the negativity inherent in ontological incompletion. Warren, by con-
trast, notwithstanding his interest in antagonism as ontological, elaborates 
an ethical discrimination among sociocultural identities.134 Antagonism, as 
a structuring princi ple, may serve to establish the field of ethics, but for just 
that reason it remains outside of ethical determination. Warren’s concern 
about the “ethical implications” of “distort[ing]” this antagonism springs 
less from an engagement with the negativity that structures social real ity 
than from his (justified) anxiety about effacing the differences between two 
figures of that negativity: “We might ask how anything could serve as the 
ontology of blackness? . . .  Frank Wilderson insightfully notes that any rider 
that we attach to blackness is a conceptual fallacy and results in nothing 
more than a ‘structural adjustment’— the attempt to incorporate blacks into 
the fold of humanity through the grammar of another’s suffering. The queer 
subject is constructed as degenerate and transgressive, but the fundamental 
distinction between the ‘degenerate queer’ and the ‘derelict black- as- object’ 
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is that one possesses a grammar to express unfreedom and the other lacks 
communicability altogether.”135

 Here queerness and Blackness quickly slide into “constructed” so cio-
log i cal entities (“the ‘degenerate queer’ and the ‘derelict black- as- object’ ”), 
each with its own proper attributes. Blackness, according to Warren, must 
be  free of “any rider” that would “incorporate blacks” into humanity by way 
of “another’s” suffering (where “the black” is excluded— transculturally and 
transhistorically— from the access to being enjoyed by “the queer,” whose 
suffering— also, transculturally and transhistorically—is considered recog-
nizably “ human”). But “the black” as social identity becomes the “rider” of 
Blackness  here, the ontological realization of Blackness as exclusion from on-
tology. The positing, which is also the positivizing, of  these determinate so-
cial identities negates the negativity of Blackness and queerness as Jackson’s 
essay reads them, thus repeating the vio lence that establishes ethics to mask 
and master antagonism.136 Warren’s words are worth repeating: “Whenever 
we equate an ontological position with an identity formation, we perform 
the very vio lence that sustains the antagonism.”137 If, in my reading, he fails 
to heed his own well- founded warning or to acknowledge that the vio lence 
he refers to inheres in the notion of antagonism as such, that testifies less to 
a failure on his part than to the difficulty (structural, psychic, and po liti cal) 
of broaching the “ontic . . .  function,” as Lacan describes it, of the cut or of 
trying to conceive ab- sens within the topology of sens- absexe.

At the same time, however, Warren takes the full mea sure of antagonism 
when he writes, “One simply cannot rely on ‘rational instruments’ to resolve 
an irrational dilemma, especially when  these very instruments depend on 
the destructive kernel of irrationality to sustain them.”138 This insight bears 
significantly on what this book calls “bad education”; it also resonates with 
arguments I made  earlier in No  Future and, together with Lauren Berlant, in 
Sex, or the Unbearable. Indeed, my quarrel with Warren’s re sis tance to consid-
ering ontological negation as pertaining to Blackness and queerness both (as 
well as to other catachrestic figures for ontological exclusion) is prompted by 
the similarity of our engagements with the structuring antagonism of the Sym-
bolic. Though our differences have serious implications, which Warren might 
qualify as “ethical,” they should not obscure what brings us together (with 
Marriott, Jackson, and Wilderson, too): our common recognition that the 
insistence of the Real calls forth our social real ity. Warren may propose as unique 
the relation of Blackness to that negativity, while I maintain that within the con-
tingencies of their historical, po liti cal, and cultural constructions, innumerable 
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catachreses  will be posited to take the Real’s impossible place (“the Black,” 
“the queer,” “the  woman,”  etc.), but we come together in attending seriously 
to that place’s impossibility and in trying to address its consequences for the 
figures of “nothing” made to fill it.

My claim for the embodiment of that nothing and the localization of 
that impossibility in an open set of catachreses— among which I empha-
size queerness for its referential indeterminacy (which Marriott, in my view 
rightly, also associates with Blackness) and for its designation of something 
strange, unfamiliar, or out of place— finds support in the concept of atopia 
as it travels across critical traditions.139 Derived from the Greek for “without 
a place,” atopia informs discussions of Blackness for scholars from Houston 
Baker (“the blues singer’s signatory code is always atopic, placeless”) to Fred 
Moten (“blackness is the place that has no place”) to Rebecka Rutledge 
Fisher (“Harlem is . . .  an atopia, the no- place or abyss where black being is 
presumed to fall inexorably into nothingness”).140 It looms equally large in 
feminist discourse. Julia Kristeva employs it to conceptualize the  mother 
(“the absolute  because primeval seat of the impossible—of the excluded, the 
outside- of- meaning, the abject. Atopia”); Moira Gatens invokes it in discuss-
ing the philosophy of Michèle Le Doeuff (“Atopic feminist thought- on- the- 
move is an ongoing pro cess without a proper place”); and Adriana Cavarero 
conceives it as structurally inseparable from the condition of  women (“Some 
 women . . .  have turned their experience of atopia in the patriarchal ‘scien-
tific’ and academic order, not into a discomfort that can be remedied through 
assimilation, but into the place of a fertile rooting”).141

As inherited from classical Greece, however, atopia correlates with no 
identity; indeed, by definition, it shuns assignment to any place. Referring 
to what lacks a proper place, to what ever is incongruous, odd, or queer, ato-
pia, in the Dialogues and Symposium of Plato, is used in describing Socra-
tes.  After initially translating atopia as “strangeness” in Socrates: Ironist and 
Moral Phi los o pher, Gregory Vlastos quickly qualifies that decision in a foot-
note: “The Greek is stronger; ‘strangeness’ picks it up at the lower end of its 
intensity- range. At the higher end ‘outrageousness’ or even ‘absurdity’ would 
be required to match its force.”142 Joel Alden Schlosser extends that range by 
noting that “we cannot place something characterized by atopia—it eludes 
categorization, formulation, or a set geography. . . .  Atopia thus gains defini-
tion in contrast to its topoi, the practices endemic to a given place, location, or 
context.”143 Expanding on Roland Barthes’s discussion of atopia in Fragments 
d’un discours amoureux (“the loved being is recognized by the amorous 
subject as ‘atopos’ [a qualification given to Socrates by his interlocutors] 
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i.e., unclassifiable, of a ceaselessly unforeseen originality”), Sarah Kofman re-
turns to this notion of classificatory impossibility when she summarizes Søren 
Kierkegaard’s take on Socrates as atopic: “Socrates is irreducible to all defini-
tions and specifications; he is and is not.”144 Recalling Goldberg’s description 
of sodomy as “incapable of exact definition” and Lacan’s description of the 
unconscious as “neither being nor non- being,” this phrasing, which pushes 
atopia’s refusal of norms to its extreme, captures its unthinkability within 
the order of what is, its defiance of the logic that imbues a world with the 
appearance of consistency.

As Kofman’s formulation implies, moreover, and as reports of responses 
to Socrates by his contemporaries confirm, atopia’s “strangeness” can entail 
so radical a departure from social convention that  those to whom it pertains 
can appear as illegible, monstrous, or diseased. The oddity of Socrates threat-
ens to contaminate the order of sense itself, thus bringing us to the intersec-
tion of queerness, atopia, and irony: the place where meaning, like a Möbius 
strip, folds over on itself. Read as the corollary of atopia (and, to that extent, 
of queerness), Socratic irony, for Pierre Hadot, effects “a reversal of values 
and an upending of the guiding norms of life,” which, as he adds, “cannot 
help but lead to conflict with the state.”145 In fact, for the Kierkegaard of The 
Concept of Irony with Continual Reference to Socrates, the world historical im-
portance of Socrates, the singularity that renders him atopos, springs from 
what Kierkegaard (giving credit to Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, who 
in turn gives credit to Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand Solger) calls the “infinite 
absolute negativity” of his irony, a negativity that dissolves the ground of his 
relation to the structures of social meaning: “In this way he becomes alien 
to the  whole world to which he belongs (however much he belongs to it in 
another sense); the con temporary consciousness has no predicate for him— 
nameless and indefinable, he belongs to another formation. What bears him 
up is the negativity that still has engendered no positivity.”146

By virtue of belonging to this “other formation,” Socrates, according to 
Kierkegaard, puts an end to the world he inherited and ushers in a new one, 
becoming, for Kierkegaard no less than for Hegel, “the founder of moral-
ity.”147 By interrupting the sequence of world history, Socrates functions like 
an anacoluthon or, as Kierkegaard puts it, “like a dash” or “a magnificent 
pause in the course of history” that induces us to fill its void with “the mean-
ing of his existence,” despite the fact that his irony undoes the assurance such 
“meaning” would offer.148 For Kierkegaard, who insists on this anacoluthon 
even as he sutures it, Socrates embodies the emergence of a “universalizing 
subjectivity” not “confined in the substantial ethic” of a par tic u lar time and 
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place, a subjectivity that Socrates instantiates by having “taken himself out 
of, separated himself from, this immediate relationship” to the world.149 But 
 isn’t this to say that he does so as a figural embodiment of ab- sens? Socrates, 
that is, subtracts himself from collective social real ity by virtue of deploy-
ing his irony not merely as an instrument of his teaching but also, and more 
disturbingly, as the practice of a life that renders “the individual alien to the 
immediacy in which he had previously lived.”150

The guardians of that immediacy, of course, have good reason to find this 
troubling— and  every Symbolic subject is such a guardian to some extent. 
However resistant a par tic u lar subject’s relation to the world, that subject’s 
investments and its self- identity are bound to the world it resists— even, or 
perhaps especially, in its militant promotion of another (such “other” worlds 
are conceived,  after all, as “better” versions of this one). The tension between 
such militancy and the negativity of Socratic irony resonates with Wilderson’s 
discussion of the difference between what he calls “American activists” and 
 those, like himself, who want to preserve the “state of pure analy sis . . .  about 
the totality and the totalizing nature of Black oppression.” The former, as he 
puts it, are “trying to build a better world. What are we trying to do?  We’re 
trying to destroy the world.”151 Socratic irony, in a similar vein, is as indif-
ferent to pragmatic po liti cal reform as it is to revolution; it dismisses the 
authority of the world as we know it and the framework in which the world 
makes sense by insisting on the pressure of the nothing, of the impossibility 
excluded from being, of the ab- sens that necessarily structures  every articu-
lation of what is.

In challenging “the actuality of the  whole substantial world,” Socratic 
irony, as Kierkegaard views it, unleashes an annihilating energy like Walter 
Benjamin’s “divine vio lence.”152 In Kierkegaard’s words: “ Here then we have 
irony as the infinite absolute negativity. It is negativity,  because it only negates; 
it is infinite,  because it does not negate this or that phenomenon; it is abso-
lute,  because that by virtue of which it negates is a higher something that still 
is not. The irony establishes nothing,  because that which is to be established 
lies  behind it. It is a divine madness that rages like a Tamerlane and does not 
leave one stone upon another.”153 To the extent that it establishes nothing 
while taking aim at  every establishment, such irony sets meaning spinning in 
rhythms of appearance and disappearance, thus opening up in the order of 
sense the (non)place of atopia where “nothing” is established. Kierkegaard’s 
reference to Tamerlane, by relating this irony to “madness,” relates it as well 
to the jouissance inseparable from the drive and so to the insistent subtrac-
tion of the subject from itself.
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It’s ironic, then, that Plato should morph this irony into philosophy, the 
 enemy of jouissance. If Lacan, in Seminar XVII, views philosophy as the mas-
ter’s theft of the knowledge that is the jouissance of the slave, then Plato, 
by writing Socrates into his philosophical text (or more simply, by writing 
Socrates), appropriates the only knowledge that Socrates ever claimed: the 
knowledge that he knew nothing.154 Claire Colebrook, considering the pos-
sibility that “the Socratic ironic legacy would not lead to truth, recognition, 
or moral education” but only to “absence or negativity,” proposes that “in 
many ways, Socrates typifies the impossibility of philosophy.”155 Socrates had 
to die, we might say, so Plato could turn him into philosophy—or at least into the 
sort of philosophy that renounces jouissance. Alain Badiou, Plato’s foremost 
con temporary advocate and heir, underscores this renunciation: “I think 
that we have to share, at least provisionally, the antiphilosophical verdict of 
psychoanalysis according to which philosophy wants to know nothing about 
jouissance. In any case philosophy, when put to the test, which I propose for 
it  here, of thinking the con temporary,  will not find its point of departure in 
jouissance. It  will turn away from jouissance methodically, always with the 
hope of being able to get back to it.”156 Badiou, however, tellingly describes 
the jouissance to which philosophy might “get back” as a “rehabilitate[d] 
jouissance,” one that philosophy  will have learned to “think . . .  other-
wise,” which is also to say, one he imagines as capable of being dominated 
by thought.157 In this sense Platonic philosophy’s relation to the “madness” 
of Socratic irony is a “rehabilitate[d] jouissance” from the outset. As Plato 
makes clear in the Republic, such philosophy forswears atopia in order to 
gain the world.

Badiou, when he “translates” the Republic into French, may modernize, 
rewrite, and reimagine it, but he continues Plato’s positivization of Socratic 
negativity, making Socrates an earnest spokesman for “the supreme calm-
ness of rational thought” and having him repudiate “the wild, animal- like 
agency” associated with the “drives.”158 Badiou’s Socrates has  little of what 
Jonathan Lear associates with the Socrates of the Phaedrus: an “ironic uncan-
niness” that Socrates celebrates as a form of “god- sent madness . . .  finer . . .  
than man- made sanity,” an uncanniness about which Lear, continuing to 
lean on quotations from the Phaedrus, observes: “ Those who are struck in 
this way ‘do not know what has happened to them for lack of clear perception’ 
(250a– b). They are troubled by ‘the strangeness [atopia] of their condition’ 
(251e), but they also show ‘contempt for all the accepted standards of pro-
priety and good taste’— that is for the norms of social pretense.”159 Badiou’s 
Socrates, in contrast, even while continuing to gesture  toward his ostensible 
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lack of knowledge (“Would you think it right . . .  for someone to talk about 
what he  doesn’t know as if he did know?”), puts the phi los o pher at the center 
of politics and the social order both, determining and defending the very 
propriety, the very allocation of proper places, that atopia puts at risk.160 
Not for him the “consistently sustained irony that lets the objective power 
of the state break up on [its] rock- firm negativity,” as Kierkegaard expresses 
it.161 While the latter sees Socrates as “the nothing from which the beginning 
must nevertheless begin,” Badiou reads him, like Plato, as the plenitude from 
which philosophy  will have begun.162

At the same time, however, Badiou acknowledges that philosophy must 
take account not only of atopia’s subtraction from meaning but also of ab- 
sens as pure division. He expands on this theme in his long encounter with 
Lacanian psychoanalysis, especially in the seminar he devoted to Lacan from 
1994 to 1995. He responds to the “antiphilosophical” views he attributes to 
the French psychoanalyst by denying that philosophy yields to what he calls 
the “temptation of the One.” Instead, he avows the inherence of division 
in philosophical thought, in par tic u lar the division between metaphysical 
unity and the primacy of division itself. If Badiou, on the one hand, admits 
philosophy’s “temptation  toward the recollection of meaning,” he affirms, 
on the other, its “thought of the true as a stranger to meaning.”163 Calling 
the former the religious temptation (where “truth is absorbed in the space 
of meaning”) that philosophy can never escape, he declares, “You could say 
that religion insists in philosophy, but only if you add that philosophy, con-
stitutively, is a certain system of interrupting that insistence.”164 Insofar as 
Badiou understands philosophy as both an investigation of this interrup-
tion and the nondialectical, nonsynthesizable system of interruption itself, he 
rejects the charge that philosophy aims to plug the hole in being through a 
discourse of po liti cal idealism such as Plato’s in the Republic.

Addressing Lacan’s distaste for that text, with its vision of a regulated 
society that Lacan compares to a well- run  horse farm, Badiou claims that 
rather than dismissing Plato as simply totalitarian, Lacan reads the Republic 
as a work of irony in which Plato is pulling our leg. Without explic itly en-
dorsing that position, Badiou points out how per sis tently the Republic chal-
lenges philosophy’s “religious” temptation to suture the hole in (po liti cal) 
real ity (noting, for example, Plato’s insistence on the plurality of politics, the 
 hazards of chance, and the precarity of the ideal). If not ironizing philoso-
phy’s ambitions, then, the Republic, as Badiou conceives it, stresses the struc-
tural negativity to which philosophy responds. Approaching that division or 
gap (“béance”) in terms of the po liti cal distribution of places (the focus, in 
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the Republic, of po liti cal philosophy as such), Badiou affirms its irreducibil-
ity even in the face of philosophy’s  will to establish a new mode of thought.165

Having said as much, Badiou nonetheless makes clear his profound in-
vestment in the positivity of such new establishments in the face of that 
“béance.” They  counter the instantaneous and atemporal cut of Lacanian 
analy sis (“la coupure instantanée”), with the temporality of what he identi-
fies as philosophy’s “long détour.”166 With this he privileges philosophy’s at-
tachment to thought in its duration over the abruptions and divisions of the 
analytic act that make psychoanalysis a continuous undoing at odds with any 
establishment. Lacan may once have described himself as Lenin to Freud’s 
Marx, but for Badiou he fails to answer the central question that Lenin 
posed: What is to be done? (“Que faire?”).167 This, for Lenin and Badiou 
alike, is the essentially po liti cal question whose answer is collective strug gle 
to dismantle the world as it is and establish a new one.

But Lacan, as Badiou acknowledges, rejects the survival of collectivities 
or the fixity of doctrinal transmission, refusing to formulate precise regula-
tions for the analytic session or to produce an organ ization to define when 
an analytic act takes place. Observing that “the final thought of Lacan is that 
 there is no intrinsic legitimacy to the duration of any collective whatsoever,” 
Badiou refers to Lacan’s “Monsieur A,” dated March 18, 1980, in which,  after 
dissolving the École freudienne de Paris, Lacan offers his fellow psychoana-
lysts the following advice: “Stick together for as long as needed in order to do 
something and then, afterwards, disband in order to do something  else.”168

This imperative of dissolution encapsulates Lacan’s position for Badiou. 
Dissolution, he maintains, becomes the very maxim of Lacanian psychoanal-
ysis (“la maxime veritable”) insofar as it is synonymous with the analytic act 
(“l’acte, c’est l’acte de dissolution”).169 Such a  will to undo embodies, for Ba-
diou, the essence of antiphilosophy insofar as it insists on and reenacts the 
primacy of the cut. Against the performative recurrence of this Lacanian “I 
dissolve” (“Je dissous”), Badiou poses a counterinclination that he frames as 
“I establish” (“Je fonde”)—an inclination that he recognizes as pre sent in 
Lacan as well, but that repeatedly, even symptomatically, gives way to disso-
lution.170 “I establish” declares philosophy’s re sis tance to the negativity of the 
act, its  will to overthrow “what is” by founding what might be, and it reflects, 
for Badiou, the shared commitment of politics and philosophy (but not of 
psychoanalysis) to the construction of new worlds in the “long détour” that 
leads the pre sent  toward the ideal.

Though acknowledging the gap, the “béance,” that precludes the realiza-
tion of a world or a republic where every thing would find its proper place, 
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Badiou takes the part of Plato against Lacan’s atopic Socrates. If, as Claire Cole-
brook aptly puts it, Socrates “typifies the impossibility of philosophy” (and so, 
in Badiou’s sense, anticipates Lacan as an antiphi los o pher), then Badiou per-
sists, nonetheless, in making him Plato’s specular double. In his seminar on 
Lacan, Badiou claims, for example, “Socrates did not have the least intention 
of winning over the sophists. He just wanted to show the young  people that 
he could shut the sophists up and move on to serious  things.”171 To the extent 
that  these “serious  things” for Badiou include the thinking of the world in 
relation to its Real by establishing philosophy as the dominance of thought 
and the disavowal of jouissance, Badiou’s account of what Socrates achieves 
by “shut[ting] up” the sophists parallels Sarah Kofman’s description of Pla-
to’s (re)construction of Socrates: “Plato, bowing to a non- dialectical neces-
sity, especially  after Socrates’ death, congealed Socrates into a master figure, 
a founding figure of philosophy.”172 At the same time, however, the “serious 
 things” that this Socrates would “move on to” reveal philosophy’s constitu-
tive investment in, its anti- ironic investment in, proceeding as if the hole in 
real ity (acknowledged in the sophists’ re sis tance to any positive claims of 
truth)  were capable of po liti cal repair— a repair whose possibility rests, ac-
cording to Badiou, on “the glue of meaning” (la colle du sens).173

This phrase echoes Lacan’s reference to “l’effet de colle,” literally “the glu-
ing effect,” by which he names the inertia that turns a group into a static 
institution. Punning on “l’effet d’école” (the effect of a school) to suggest the 
conformity of education and the formalization of schools of thought, Lacan 
refers to l’effet de colle on March 11, 1980, in a text entitled “D’Écolage” (a 
takeoff, a beginning, and an unschooling), which announces as irreversible 
his decision to dissolve the École freudienne de Paris.174 At the same time, he 
identifies a series of steps by which his fellow workers in the Freudian field can 
move on from this “unschooling.”  These steps programmatically oppose the 
production of permanent collectivities (where the signifier collectif is already 
marked by the trace of colle). Instead, Lacan affirms interruption as central 
to analytic work. Insisting on the cut of division as the defining analytic act 
(already enshrined in the scansion that determines when the variable- length 
session ends), Lacan resists “l’effet de colle” and “l’effet d’école” at once, 
countering philosophy’s flirtation with power and the proper distribution 
of places with the psychoanalytic focus on what has no place and upsets the 
distribution of power.

Jean Allouch has something similar in mind when he argues that psycho-
analysis has “nothing to do with the side of  those in power,  those who determine 
how society should function, what rules it sets out and how it treats its members.” 
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He then goes on to specify what a psychoanalytic ethics might mean: “Mar-
guerite Duras gave the best formulation when she expressed the wish, which 
she herself registered as the maxim of politics as well, ‘Let the world go to 
perdition!’ If one does not set up one’s camp with the radicality of that, 
with what Lacan calls ‘décharite,’ that of a Big Other barred, non- existent, 
then  there’s no way to be on the side of  those whose symptoms scream it 
ceaselessly.”175 With his reference to décharite, the charitable noncharity of 
the analyst’s positioning as excrescence, waste, or trash, Allouch promotes a 
psychoanalysis that aligns itself with  those made queer by dominant opin-
ion,  those consigned to the position of ontological exclusion, negation, or 
nonbeing. Such a psychoanalysis would manifest a queerness of its own by 
opposing the order of meaning that rests on the subtraction of ab- sens and 
insisting, instead, on the atopia of Socratic negativity over and against its 
translation (by Plato and the philosophy he initiates) into a positive mode of 
instruction held together by the glue of meaning, by “la colle du sens,” that 
invariably generates “l’effet d’école.”

It follows, as Badiou observes, that philosophy and psychoanalysis must 
differ on the good of education and also, a fortiori, on education in the good, 
just as they differ in the value they attach to foundation and dissolution, 
organ ization and negativity, thought and jouissance:

Lacan’s views, even if they pre sent themselves in the form of a discourse, 
are clearly quite far from university discourse, but they are even more 
profoundly distant from any educational ambition. And this, by the way, 
is characteristic of antiphilosophy.  Because one could establish Lacan’s 
belief— a belief one can easily share— that  there’s an educational drive 
within philosophy.  After all, the Platonic system, considered as founda-
tional, can be understood as an educational system. In stark contrast to 
this educational underpinning of philosophy, even taking “education” in 
as noble a sense as pos si ble, psychoanalysis, even in its discourse, breaks 
with  every educational aim. Lacan says as much, with the greatest rigor, 
in the text that closed the Congress of 1970. He says: What saves me from 
education is the act.176

To the degree that it dissipates meaning by refusing the Symbolic distri-
bution of places, the act opposes education as the defense and “transmission 
of a knowledge.”177 Thus Lacan, who conceives the hysteric’s discourse as 
questioning both the master signifier and knowledge as the signifier of mas-
tery, can invite us to “recognize in Socrates the figure of hysteria,” the per-
son who poses the question of being as inseparable from discourse as such.178 
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Socrates, that is, like the hysteric, as characterized by Bruce Fink, “pushes the 
master . . .  to the point where he . . .  can find the master’s knowledge lacking. 
 Either the master does not have an explanation for every thing, or his or her 
reasoning does not hold  water.”179

Rather than assuming the transmission of knowledge as providing a stable 
ground, irony hystericizes knowledge, generating ever- expanding circles of 
irony instead. As Sarah Kofman observes, “Kierkegaard believes that he is the 
only one who has been able to grasp the viewpoint of irony, precisely  because 
irony (like Socrates, who is of a piece with his irony) does not allow itself 
to be grasped.”180 Escaping one’s grasp, precluding comprehension: such an 
irony approaches madness. So, too, does psychoanalysis, according to Lacan, 
by engaging in an analytic act “all the madder for being unteachable.”181 This 
leads him to insist on “the antagonism . . .  between education and knowl-
edge” and to declare, while dismissing what he calls the “educational under-
pinning of philosophy,” that “knowledge passes through the act.”182 Knowledge 
passes, in other words, through ab- sens and through the drive, bypassing a phi-
losophy predicated, as Badiou understands it, on the “colle du sens.”

Socrates, of course, was sentenced to death for failing to recognize the gods 
of Athens and for corrupting the young with his teachings. Lacan, who was 
investigated throughout his  career by psychoanalytic organ izations, would 
be expelled from the International Association of Psychoanalysis, denied the 
right to conduct training analyses by the Société française de psychanalyse, 
and forced to stop holding his seminars at the École normale supérieure. 
Like Socrates, he was accused of promulgating bad educational practices by 
undermining the institutions of meaning and by substituting foreign gods, as 
it  were, for  those officially acknowledged (by following his own daimonion 
and establishing the variable- length session in defiance of institutional au-
thority). Each was denied a place in his world for engaging the atopia within 
it and for enacting (by means of irony or the analytic cut) the antagonism 
responsible for the jouissance against which education defends.

Discussing the daimonion of Socrates, for example, the internal “voice” that 
interrupted him when he sensed he was on a wrong path (and which, according 
to his accusers, he enshrined as a god above  those of the state), Jean- François 
Balaudé observes that this “ ‘demonic sign’ . . .  manifests itself only in a nega-
tive manner, and it only distracts Socrates from  doing such and such a  thing, 
without offering any positive incitement.” He then adds, “This sign, which is 
beyond Socrates, is at the same time what most intimately belongs to him.”183 
Balaudé’s language recalls Lacan’s formulation of something “in you . . .  more 
than you,” a phrase he applies to the objet a, the object- cause of desire that 
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resists, as Guy Le Gaufey observes, “any imposition of unity.”184 As Žižek de-
scribes it in The Parallax View, the objet a “stands in for the unknown X, the 
noumenal core of the object beyond appearances, for what is ‘in you more 
than yourself.’ . . .  [The] objet petit a is the very cause of the parallax gap, that 
unfathomable X which forever eludes the symbolic grasp.”185  Later, in Less 
Than Nothing, he asserts, “ There is ‘something in you more than yourself,’ 
the elusive je ne sais quoi which makes you what you are, which accounts 
for your ‘specific flavor’ ”; he exemplifies that “something” in one’s proper 
name, which he understands as “a signifier that falls into its signified.”186 
Such “a name,” Žižek notes, “far from referring to your collection of prop-
erties, ultimately refers to that elusive X.”187 In other words, the name is the 
empty placeholder that seeks to pin down the impossible Real (in this case, 
the Real of the subject as enjoyment, as attachment to jouissance). It would 
capture, precisely as “something” capable of articulation in the Symbolic, the 
nothingness, incapable of appearing as such, that registers, like Blackness and 
queerness (inter alia), the ontological negation, the exclusion from being, by 
which real ity appears.

Expressing both his radical self- division and “what most intimately belongs 
to him,” the daimonion of Socrates stands in for this “nothing” by designating 
his access to jouissance through “infinite absolute negativity.” It thus functions 
as complement and counterpart to the Lacanian agalma, the trea sure hidden 
from common view that irradiates a subject with value. Both the agalma and 
the daimonion constitutes what Žižek glosses as an “extimate kernel” in the 
subject that would suture the gap in “what is.”188 Paradoxically, however, the 
daimonion evinces that kernel as the gap or the nothingness itself; rather 
than referring to something subtracted or cut off from Symbolic real ity, it 
signals the per sis tence of the rupture or cut, the determining pressure of the 
Real as ab- sens that inheres in the structure of real ity as the cutting off of the 
Real. This is what Žižek gets at when he writes, “In the case of objet petit a as 
the object of the drive, the ‘object’ is directly loss itself. . . .  That is to say: the 
weird movement called ‘drive’ is not driven by the ‘impossible’ quest for the 
lost object; it is a push to enact ‘loss’— the gap, cut, distance— itself directly.”189 
While philosophy’s “educational underpinning” seeks to mend the hole in 
real ity by applying the “glue of meaning,” Socratic irony and the analytic act 
dissolve that glue and reveal that hole by establishing (the place of ) nothing.

Lacan makes this makes this clear in “Monsieur A,” his text of dissolution. 
Having urged the adherents of La cause freudienne to “stick together [collez- 
vous ensemble] for as long as needed in order to do something and then, af-
terwards, disband in order to do something  else,” he declares his intention 
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to “establish a propitious turbulence for you.”190 The only alternative to such 
turbulence is “the certainty of being stuck in sticking together” (la colle as-
surée). Apparently referring to his puns on colle and école, he then goes on to 
remark:

You see how I put that by small touches. I  will let you take your time to 
understand.

Understand what? I  don’t pride myself on making sense. Nor on the 
opposite.  Because the real is what opposes itself to that.

I’ve paid homage to Marx as the inventor of the symptom. This Marx, 
however, is also the restorer of order, by the sole fact that he breathed 
back into the proletariat the di- mention [dit- mention] of meaning. It was 
sufficient for that purpose that he speak or name the proletariat as such.

The Church learned a lesson from that, that’s what I told you on Janu-
ary 5. Take it from me, religious significance is  going to experience a boom 
you  can’t imagine.  Because religion is the original home of meaning. This 
is obvious to  those at the top of the hierarchy even more than to  others.

I try to go  counter to that, lest psychoanalysis become a religion, as it 
tends to do, irresistibly, once we imagine that interpretation only works 
by way of meaning. I teach that its spring lies elsewhere, namely in the 
signifier as such.

And that’s what  those who are panicked by this dissolution are resisting.
The hierarchy only sustains itself by virtue of managing meaning.191

Lacan would undo the entrenchment (la colle) endemic to  every school (école) 
by severing interpretation from meaning and disrupting the institutions— 
religious, educational, and psychoanalytic— designed to control and pass on 
meaning by refusing the nothing, the negativity of division, that ab- sens des-
ignates as sex.

Queerness, irony, and psychoanalysis all conduce to a bad education by 
insisting on this “nothing” that irrupts in jouissance. Philosophy, still our 
paradigm for the “good” of education, founds itself on separating jouissance 
from rational thought, maintaining, in the words of Colette Soler, “that 
 there exist instruments or organs of knowledge that are autonomous with 
regard to the demands of the libido and that this separation makes pos si ble 
what one imagines to be a capacity for so- called objective thought, which is 
to say, thought dissociated from  every interest of jouissance.”192 For Lacan, to 
the contrary, as Soler remarks, “thought is jouissance,” and what she wittily labels 
“joui- pense” pervades the  whole of the conceptual field with its destabilizing 
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libidinal charge.193 This signals the place of sex in thought as the atopia, the 
nothing and the nowhere, against which real ity defends.

If bad education, while insisting on this nothing, offers nothing by way of 
repair, then what could we ever hope to learn by attending to its teaching? 
Can it even “teach” at all? The chapters that follow approach this question 
as central to queer theory’s proj ect and suggest that bad education insists on 
returning us to this nothing— and, therefore, to nothing “good.” “Bad” is 
not transvalued  here, nor does queerness become a “good,” though the pull 
of such reabsorption into a dialectically redeemed education, an education 
construed as positively “bad” and so as positively “queer,” inheres in the prob-
lematic that this book engages throughout. To forestall that return of the 
good, each chapter broaches education as inseparable from ideological su-
ture and poses against its redemptive promise a relentlessly queer negativity: 
queer  because it never resolves into sense, establishes an alternative world, 
or makes a claim on being.194 At a moment when the profligate use of the term 
prompts the question, “Is every thing queer?” this book has an answer: “No.” 
Insofar as queerness pertains to ab- sens, it argues that nothing “is” queer, while 
maintaining that nothing, the ontological negation figured by queerness, 
is. Put other wise: Bad Education theorizes queerness without positivizing 
“queers.” Like  every critical enterprise, it maximizes certain issues while mini-
mizing  others. Structuring logics take pre ce dence over so cio log i cal or histori-
cal analy sis, neither of which is in danger of being scanted by other scholars. 
Literary and cinematic works take pre ce dence over scientific data insofar as 
they foreground the roots of queerness in the logics of repre sen ta tion. In-
evitable though such limitations must be in any work that foreswears the 
ambition of providing The Key to All Mythologies, they can never escape their 
implication in ongoing conceptual vio lence. If this risks, to return to War-
ren’s term, complicity with “onticide,” or, to return to Musser’s charge, the 
“silencing” of race and sexuality, then it does so as the necessary consequence 
of following queerness to the very end. For queerness is inseparable from 
the vio lence with which it detotalizes a world and the end, the rupture, the 
cut is precisely where queerness always leads, even to “the end of the world.” 
Insofar as that end invariably evokes the terrorism of the Real, queerness, like 
all catachrestic misnamings of the primally absented ab- sens, remains foreign 
to our thought. This book, therefore, like  every attempt to think ontological 
negation, can only aspire to approach the nothing that can never afford us 
freedom, meaning, identity, or anything good: the nothingness of the bad 
education this book  will try, and fail, to imagine.
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